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London, Friday, June 10, 1853.
Telegraphic dispatches from Vienna announce that the pacific solution of
the Turkish, Sardinian and Swiss questions, is regarded there as a certainty.
Last night the debate on India was continued in the House of Commons
in the usual dull manner. Mr. Blackett charged the statements of Sir Charle;
Wood and Sir J.Hogg with bearing the stamp of optimist falsehood. A lot
of Ministerial and Directorial advocates rebuked the charge as well as they
could, and the inevitable Mr. Hume summed up by calling on Ministers to
withdraw their bill. Debate adjourned.
Hind_ostan is an Italy of Asiatic dimensions, the Himalayas for the Alps,
t~e Plruns of Bengal for the Plains of Lombardy, the Deccan for the Apen?mes, and the Isle of Ceylon for the Island of Sicily. The same rich variety
m the products of the soil, and the same dismemberment in the political
configuration. Just as Italy has, from time to time, been compressed by the
conqueror's sword into different national masses, so do we find Hindostan,
w~en not under the pressure of the Mohammedan, 'or the Mogul, or the
Bnton, dissolved into as many independent and conflicting States as it
?umbered towns, or even villages. Yet, in a social point of view, Hindostan
ts not the Italy, but the Ireland of the East. And this strange combination
of Italy and of Ireland, of a world of voluptuousness and of a world of woes
is anticipated in the ancient traditions of the religion of Hindostan. Tha~
religion is. at once a religion of sensualist exuberance, and a religion of
self-tortunng asceticism; a religion of the Lingam and of the Juggernaut· the
'
religion of the Monk, and of the Bayadere.
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I share not the opinion of those who believe in a golden age of Hindostan,
without recurring, however, like Sir Charles Wood, for the confirmation of
my view, to the authority of Khuli-Khan. But take, for example, the times
of Aurung-Zebe; or the epoch, when the Mogul appeared in the North, and
the Portuguese in the South; or the age of Mohammedan invasion, and of
the Heptarchy in Southern India; or, if you will, go still more back to antiquity, take the mythological chronology of the Brahman himself, who
places the commencement of Indian misery in an epoch even more remote
than the Christian creation of the world.
There cannot, however, remain any doubt but that the misery inflicted by
the British on Hindostan is of an essentially different and infinitely more
intensive kind than all Hindostan had to suffer before. I do not allude to
European despotism, planted upon Asiatic despotism, by the British East
India Company, forming a more monstrous combination than any of the
divine monsters startling us in the Temple of Salsette. This is no distinctive
feature of British Colonial rule, but only an imitation of the Dutch, and so
much so that in order to characterise the working of the British East India
Company, it is sufficient to literally repeat what Sir Stamford Raffles, the
English Governor of Java, said of the old Dutch East India Company:
"The Dutch Company, actuated solely by the spirit of gain, and viewing
their subjects, with less regard or consideration than a West India planter
formerly viewed a gang upon his estate, because the latter had paid the
purchase money of human property, which the other had not, employed all
the pre-existing machinery of despotism to squeeze from the people their
utmost mite of contribution, the last dregs of their labor, and thus aggravated
the evils of a capricious and semi-barbarous Government, by working it with
all the practised ingenuity of politicians, and all the monopolizing selfishness
of traders."
All the civil wars, invasions, revolutions, conquests, famines, strangely
complex, rapid, and destructive as the successive action in Hindostan may
appear, did not go deeper than its surface. England has broken down the
entire framework of Indian society, without any symptoms of reconstitution
yet appearing. This loss of his old world, with no gain of a new one, imparts
a particular kind of melancholy to the present misery of the Hindoo, and
separates Hindostan, ruled by Britain, from all its ancient traditions, and
from the whole of its past history.
There have been in Asia, generally, from immemorial times, but three
departments of Government; that of Finance, or the plunder of the interior;
that of War; or the plunder of the exterior; and, finally, the department of
Public Works. Climate and territorial conditions, especially the vast tracts
of desert, extending from the Sahara, through Arabia, Persia, India, and
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Tartary, to the most elevated Asiatic highlands, constituted artificial irrigation by canals and water-works the basis of Oriental agriculture. As in
Egypt and India, inundations are used for fertilizing the soil in Mesopotamia,
Persia, etc.; advantage is taken of a high level for feeding irrigative canals.
This prime necessity of an economical and common use of water, which, in 5
the Occident, drove private enterprise to voluntary association, as in Flanders and Italy, necessitated, in the Orient where civilization was too low and
the territorial extent too vast to call into life voluntary association, the
interference of the centralizing power of Government. Hence an economical
function devolved upon all Asiatic Governments the function of providing 10
public works. This artificial fertilization of the soil, dependent on a Central
Government, and immediately decaying with the neglect of irrigation and
drainage, explains the otherwise strange fact that we now find whole territories barren and desert that were once brilliantly cultivated, as Palmyra, Petra,
the ruins in Yemen, and large provinces of Egypt, Persia, and Hindostan; 15
it also explains how a single war of devastation has been able to depopulate
a country for centuries, and to strip it of all its civilization.
Now, the British in East India accepted from their predecessors the
department of finance and of war, but they have neglected entirely that of
public works. Hence the deterioration of an agriculture which is not capable 20
of being conducted on the British principle of free competition, of Jaissezfaire and laissez-aller. But in Asiatic empires we are quite accustomed to see
agriculture deteriorating under one government and reviving again under
some other government. There the harvests correspond to good or bad
government, as they change in Europe with good or bad seasons. Thus the 25
oppression and neglect of agriculture, bad as it is, could not be looked upon
as the final blow dealt to Indian society by the British intruder, had it not
been attended by a circumstance of quite different importance, a novelty in
the annals of the whole Asiatic world. However changing the political aspect
of India's past must appear, its social condition has remained unaltered since · 30
its remotest antiquity, until the first decennium of the 19th century. The
hand-loom and the spinning-wheel, producing their regular myriads of spinners and weavers, were the pivots of the structure of that society. From
immemorial times, Europe received the admirable textures of Indian labor,
sending in return for them her precious metals, and furnishing thereby his 35
material to the goldsmith, that indispensable member of Indian society,
whose love of finery is so great that even the lowest class, those who go about
nearly naked, have commonly a pair of golden ear-rings and a gold ornament
of some kind hung round their necks. Rings on the fingers and toes have also
been common. Women as well as children frequently wore massive bracelets 40
and anklets of gold or silver, and statuettes of divinities in gold and silver
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were met with in the households. It was the British intruder who broke up
the Indian hand-loom and destroyed the spinning-wheel. England begun with
driving the Indian cottons from the European market; it then introduced twist
into Hindostan, and in the end inundated the very mother country of cotton
with cottons. From 1818 to 1836 the export of twist from Great Britain to
India rose in the proportion of 1 to 5,200. In 1824 the export of British muslins
to India hardly amounted to 1,000,000 yards, while in 1837 it surpassed
64,000,000 of yards. But at the same time the population of Dacca decreased
from 150,000 inhabitants to 20,000. This decline of Indian towns celebrated
for their fabrics was by no means the worst consequence. British steam and
science uprooted, over the whole surface of Hindostan, the union between
agricultural and manufacturing industry.
These two circumstances-the Hindoo, on the one hand, leaving, like all
Oriental peoples, to the central government the care of the great public
works, the prime condition of his agriculture and commerce, dispersed, on
the other hand, over the surface of the country, and agglomerated in small
centers by the domestic union of agricultural and manufacturing pursuitsthese two circumstances had brought about, since the remotest times, a social
system of particular features-the so-called village-system, which gave
to each of these small unions their independent organization and distinct life.
The peculiar character of this system may be judged from the following
description, contained in an old official report of the British House of
Commons on Indian affairs:
"A village, geographically considered, is a tract of country comprising
some hundred or thousand acres of arable and waste lands; politically viewed
it resembles a corporation or township. Its proper establishment of officers
and servants consists of the following descriptions: The potail, or head
inhabitant, who has generally the superintendence ofthe affairs of the village,
settles the disputes of the inhabitants, attends to the police, and performs
the duty of collecting the revenue within his village, a duty which his personal
influence and minute acquaintance with the situation and concerns of the
people render him the best qualified for this charge. The kurnum keeps the
accounts of cultivation, and registers everything connected with it. The tallier
and the totie, the duty of the former of which consists in gaining information
of crimes and offenses, and in escorting and protecting persons traveling
from one village to another; the province of the latter appearing to be more
immediately confined to the village, consisting, among other duties, in guarding the crops and assisting in measuring them. The boundary-man, who
preserves the limits of the village, or gives evidence respecting them in cases
of dispute. The Superintendent of Tanks and Watercourses distributes the
water for the purposes of agriculture. The Brahmin, who performs the village
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worship. The schoolmaster, who is seen teaching the children in a village to
read and write in the sand. The calendar brahmin, or astrologer, etc. These
officers and servants generally constitute the establishment of a village; but
in some parts of the country it is of less extent, some of the duties and
functions above described being united in the same person; in others it
exceeds the above-named number of individuals. Under this simple form of
municipal government, the inhabitants of the country have lived from time
immemorial. The boundaries of the villages have been but seldom altered;
and though the villages themselves have been sometimes injured, and even
desolated by war, famine or disease, the same name, the same limits, the same
interests, and even the same families have continued for ages. The inhabitants gave themselves no trouble about the breaking up and divisions
of kingdoms; while the village remains entire, they care not to what power
it is transferred, or to what sovereign it devolves; its internal economy
remains unchanged. The potail is still the head inhabitant, and still acts as
the petty judge or magistrate, and collector or renter of the village."
These small stereotype forms of social organism have been to the greater
part dissolved, and are disappearing, not so much through the brutal interference of the British tax-gatherer and the British soldier, as to the working
of English steam and English free trade. Those family-communities were
based on domestic industry, in that peculiar combination of hand-weaving,
hand-spinning and hand-tilling agriculture which gave them self-supporting
power. English interference having placed the spinner in Lancashire and the
weaver in Bengal, or sweeping away both Hindoo spinner and weaver,
dissolved these small semi-barbarian, semi-civilized communities, by blowing up their economical basis, and thus produced the greatest, and to speak
the truth, the only social revolution ever heard of in Asia.
Now, sickening as it must be to human feeling to witness those myriads
of industrious patriarchal and inoffensive social organizations disorganized
and dissolved into their units, thrown into a sea of woes, and their individual
members losing at the same time their ancient form of civilization, and their
hereditary means of subsistence, we must not forget that these idyllic villagecommunities, inoffensive though they may appear, had always been the solid
foundation of Oriental despotism, that they restrained the human mind within
the smallest possible compass, making it the unresisting tool of superstition,
enslaving it beneath tr~ditional rules, depriving it of all grandeur and historical energies. We must not forget the barbarian egotism which, concentrating
on some miserable patch of land, had quietly witnessed the ruin of empires,
the perpetration of unspeakable cruelties, the massacre of the population of
large towns, with no other consideration bestowed upon them than on natural
events, itself the helpless prey of any aggressor who deigned to notice it at

all. We must not forget that this undignified, stagnatory, and vegetative life,
that this passive sort of existence evoked on the other part, in contradistinction, wild, aimless, unbounded forces of destruction and rendered murder
itself a religious rite in Hindostan. We must not forget that these little corns munities were contaminated by distinctions of caste and by slavery, that they
subjugated man to external circumstances instead of elevating man the
sovereign of circumstances, that they transformed a self-developing social
state into never changing natural destiny, and thus brought about a brutalizing worship of nature, exhibiting its degradation in the fact that man, the
10 sovereign of nature, fell down on his knees in adoration of Hanuman, the
monkey, and Sabbala, the cow.
England, it is true, in causing a social revolution in Hindostan, was actuated
only by the vilest interests, and was stupid in her manner of enforcing them.
But that is not the question. The question is, can mankind fulfil its destiny
15 without a fundamental revolution in the social state of Asia? If not, whatever
may have been the crimes of England she was the unconscious tool of history
in bringing about that revolution.
Then, whatever bitterness the spectacle of the crumbling of an ancient
world may have for our personal feelings, we have the right, in point of
20 history, to exclaim with Goethe:
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"Sollte diese Qual uns quruen
Da sie unsre Lust vermehrt,
Hat nicht Myriaden Seelen
Timur's Herrschaft aufgezehrt?"
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"Should this torture then tormen t us
Since it brings u s greater pleasure?
Were not through the r ule of Timur
Souls d evoured without measure?"
From Goethe's "An Suleika" , Westiistlicher
Diwan.- Ed.
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London, Friday, July 22, 1853.
I propose in this letter to conclude my observations on India.
How came it that English supremacy was established in India? The paramount power of the Great Mogul was broken by the Mogul Viceroys. The
power of the Viceroys was broken by the Mahrattas. The power of the
Mahrattas was broken by the Mfghans, and while all were struggling against
all, the Briton rushed in and was enabled to subdue them all. A country not
only divided between Mahommedan and Hindoo, but between tribe and tribe,
between caste and caste; a society whose framework was based on a sort
of equilibrium, resulting from a general repulsion and constitutional exclusiveness between all its members. Such a country and such a society, were
they not the predestined prey of conquest? If we knew nothing of the past
history of Hindostan, would there not be the one great and incontestable fact,
that even at this moment India is held in English thraldom by an Indian army
maintained at the cost of India? India, then, could not escape the fate of being
conquered, and the whole of her past history, if it be anything, is the history
of the successive conquests she has undergone. Indian society has no history
at all, at least no known history. What we call its history, is but the history
of the successive intruders who founded their empires on the passive basis
of that unresisting and unchanging society. The question, therefore, is not
whether the English had arightto conquer India, but whether we are to prefer
India conquered by the Turk, by the Persian, by the Russian, to India conquered by the Briton.
England has to fulfill a double mission in India: one destructive, the other
regenerating-the annihilation of old Asiatic society, and the laying the
material foundations of Western society in Asia.
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Arabs, Turks, Tartars, Moguls, who had successively overrun India, soon
became Hindooized, the barbarian conquerors being, by an eternal law of
history, conquered themselves by the superior civilization of their subjects.
The British were the first conquerors superior, and therefore, inaccessible
to Hindoo civilization. They destroyed it by breaking up the native communities, by uprooting the native industry, and by levelling all that was great
and elevated in the native society. The historic pages of their rule in India
report hardly anything beyond that destruction. The work of regeneration
hardly transpires through a heap of ruins. Nevertheless it has begun.
The political unity of India, more consolidated, and extending farther than
it ever did under the Great Moguls, was the first condition of its regeneration.
That unity, imposed by the British sword, will now be strengthened and
perpetuated by the electric telegraph. The native army, organized and trained
by the British drill-sergeant, was the sine qua non of Indian self-emancipation, and of India ceasing to be the prey of the first foreign intruder. The
free press, introduced for the first time into Asiatic society, and managed
principally by the common offspring of Hindoos and Europeans, is a new
and powerful agent of reconstruction. The Zemindaree and Ryotwar themselves, abominable as they are, involve two distinct forms of private property
in land-the great desideratum of Asiatic society. From the Indian natives,
reluctantly and sparingly educated at Calcutta, under English superintendence, a fresh class is springing up, endowed with the requirements for
government and imbued with European science. Steam has brought India
into regular and rapid communication with Europe, has connected its chief
ports with those of the whole south-eastern ocean, and has revindicated it
from the isolated position which was the prime law of its stagnation. The
day is not far distant when, by a combination of railways and steam-vessels,
the distance between England and India, measured by time, will be shortened
to eight days, and when that once fabulous country will thus be actually
annexed to the Western world.
The ruling classes of Great Britain have had, till now, but an accidental,
transitory and exceptional interest in the progress of India. The aristocracy
wanted to conquer it, the moneyocracy to plunder it, and the millocracy to
undersell it. But now the tables are turned. The millocracy have discovered
that the transformation of India into a reproductive country has become of
vital importance to them, and that, to that end, it is necessary, above all, to
gift her with means of irrigation and of internal communication. They intend
now drawing a net of railroads over India. And they will do it. The results
must be inappreciable.
It is notorious that the productive powers of India are paralyzed by the
utter want of means for conveying and exchanging its various produce.
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Nowhere, more than in India, do we meet with social destitution in the midst
of natural plenty, for want of the means of exchange. It was proved before
a Committee of the British House of Commons, which sat in 1848, that "when
grain was selling from 6s. to 8s. a quarter at Kandeish, it was sold at 64s.
to 70s. at Poonah, where the people were dying in the streets of famine,
without the possibility of gaining supplies from Kandeish, because the clayroads were impracticable."
The introduction of railroads may be easily made to subserve agricultural
purposes by the formation of tanks, where ground is required for embankment, and by the conveyance of water along the different lines. Thus
irrigation, the sine-qua-non of farming in the East, might be greatly extended,
and the frequently recurring local famines, arising from the want of water,
would be averted. The general importance of railways, viewed under this
head, must become evident, when we remember that irrigated lands, even
in the districts near Ghauts, pay three times as much in taxes, afford ten or
twelve times as much employment, and yield twelve or fifteen times as much
profit, as the same area without irrigation.
Railways will afford the means of diminishing the amount and the cost of
the military establishments. Col. Warren, Town Major of the Fort St. William, stated before a Select Committee of the House of Commons:
"The practicability of receiving intelligence from distant parts of the
country, in as many hours as at present it requires days and even weeks, and
of sending instructions, with troops and stores, in the more brief period, are
considerations which cannot be too highly estimated. Troops could be kept
at more distant and healthier stations than at present, and much loss of life
from sickness would by this means be spared. Stores could not to the same
extent be required at the various depots, and the loss by decay, and the
destruction incidental to the climate, would also be avoided. The number of troops might be diminished in direct proportion to their effectiveness."
We know that the municipal organization and the economical basis of the
village communities has been broken up, but their worst feature, the dissolution of society into stereotype and disconnected atoms, has survived
their vitality. The village-isolation produced the absence of roads in India,
and the absence of roads perpetuated the village isolation. On this plan a
community existed with a given scale of low conveniences, almost without
intercourse with other villages, without the desires and efforts indispensable
to social advance. The British having broken up this self-sufficient inertia
of the villages, railways will provide the new want of communication and
intercourse. Besides, "one of the effects of the railway system will be to bring
into every village affected by it such knowledge of the contrivances and
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appliances of other countries, and such means of obtaining them, as will first
put the hereditary and stipendiary village artisanship of India to full proof
of its capabilities, and then supply its defects." (Chapman, the Cotton and
Commerce of India.)
I know that the English millocracy intend to endow India with railways
with the exclusive view of extracting at diminished expenses the Cotton and
other raw materials for their manufactures. But when you have once introduced machinery into the locomotion of a country, which possesses iron
and coals, you are unable to withhold it from its fabrication. You cannot
maintain a net of railways over an immense country without introducing all
those industrial processes necessary to meet the immediate and current
wants of railway locomotion, and out of which there must grow the application of machinery to those branches of industry not immediately connected
with railways. The railway-system will therefore become, in India, truly the
forerunner of modern industry. This is the more certain as the Hindoos are
allowed by British authorities themselves to possess particular aptitude for
accommodating themselves to entirely new labor, and acquiring the requisite
knowledge of machinery. Ample proof of this fact is afforde~ by the capacities and expertness of the native engineers in the Calcutta mmt, where they
have been for years employed in working the steam machinery, by the natives
attached to the several steam engines in the Hurdwar coal district, and by
other instances. Mr. Campbell himself, greatly influenced as he is by the
prejudices of the East India company, is obliged to avow "that the great mass
of the Indian people possesses a great industrial energy, is well fitted to
accumulate capital, and remarkable for a mathematical clearness of head,
and talent for figures and exact sciences." "Their intellects," he says, "are
excellent." Modern industry, resulting from the railway system, will dissolve
the hereditary divisions of tabor, upon which rest the Indian castes, those
decisive impediments to Indian progress and Indian power.
All the English bourgeoisie may be forced to do will neither emancipate
nor materially mend the social condition of the mass of the people, depending
not only on the development of the productive powers, but on their appropriation by the people. But what they will not fail to do is to lay do~n the
material premises for both. Has the bourgeoisie ever done more? Has It ever
effected a progress without dragging individuals and people through blood
and dirt, through misery and degradation?
.
The Indians will not reap the fruits of the new elements of society scattered
among them by the British bourgeoisie, till in Great Britain itself the now
ruling classes shall have been supplanted by the industrial proletariat, or till
the Hindoos themselves shall have grown strong enough to throw off the
English yoke altogether. At all events, we may safely expect to see, at a more
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or less remote period, the regeneration of that great and interesting country,
whose gentle natives are, to use the expression of Prince Soltykow, even in
the most inferior classes, ''plus fins et plus adroits que les Italiens, "whose
submission even is counterbalanced by a certain calm nobility, who, notwithstanding their natural langor, have astonished the British officers by their
bravery, whose country has been the source of our languages, our religions,
and who represent the type of the ancient German in the J at, and the type
of the ancient Greek in the Brahmin.
I cannot part with the subject of India without some concluding remarks.
The profound hypocrisy and inherent barbarism of bourgeois-civilization
lies unveiled before our eyes, turning from its home, where it assumes
respectable forms, to the colonies, where it goes naked. They are the defenders of property, but did any revolutionary party ever originate agrarian
revolutions like those in Bengal, in Madras, and in Bombay? Did they not,
in India, to borrow an expression of that great robber, Lord Clive himself,
resort to atrocious extortion, when simple corruption could not keep pace
with their rapacity? While they prated in Europe about the inviolable sanctity
of the national debt, did they not confiscate in India the dividends of the
rayahs, who had invested their private savings in the Company's own funds?
While they combatted the French revolution under the pretext of defending
"our holy religion," did they not forbid, at the same time, Christianity to be
propagated in India, and did they not, in order to make money out of the
pilgrims streaming to the temples of Orissa and Bengal, take up the trade
in the murder and prostitution perpetrated in the temple of Juggernaut? These
are the men of "Property, Order, Family, and Religion."
The devastating effects of English industry, when contemplated with
regard to India, a country as vast as Europe, and containing 150 millions of
acres, are palpable and confounding. But we must not forget that they are
only the organic results of the whole system of production as it is now
constituted. That production rests on the supreme rule of capital. The
centralization of capital is essential to the existence of capital as an independent power. The destructive influence of that centralization upon the
markets of the world does but reveal, in the most gigantic dimensions, the
inherent organic laws of political economy now at work in every civilized
town. The bourgeois period of history has to create the material basis of the
new world-on the one hand universal intercourse founded upon the mutual
dependency of mankind, and the means of that intercourse; on the other hand
the development of the productive powers of man and the transformation
of material production into a scientific domination of natural agencies.
Bourgeois industry and commerce create these material conditions of a new
world in the same way as geological revolutions have created the surface

of the earth. When a great social revolution shall have mastered the results
of the bourgeois-epoch, the market of the world and the modern powers of
production, and subjected them to the common control of the most advanced
peoples, then only will human progress cease to resemble that hideous pagan
idol, who would not drink the nectar but from the skulls of the slain.
Karl Marx.
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T H E INDIAN REVOLT

London, Sept. 4, 1857
T h e outrages committed by the revolted Sepoys in India are
indeed appalling, hideous, ineffable—such as one is prepared to
meet only in wars of insurrection, of nationalities, of races, and
above all of religion; in one word, such as respectable England
used to applaud when perpetrated by the Vendeans on the
"Blues", by the Spanish guerrillas on the infidel Frenchmen, by
Servians on their German and Hungarian neighbors, by Croats on
Viennese rebels, by Cavaignac's Garde Mobile or Bonaparte's
Decembrists on the sons and daughters of proletarian France. 400
However infamous the conduct of the Sepoys, it is only the reflex,
in a concentrated form, of England's own conduct in India, not
only during the epoch of the foundation of her Eastern Empire,
but even during the last ten years of a long-settled rule. To
characterize that rule, it suffices to say that torture formed an
organic institution of its financial policy.a There is something in
human history like retribution; and it is a rule of historical
retribution that its instrument be forged not by the offended, but
by the offender himself.
T h e first blow dealt to the French monarchy proceeded from
the nobility, not from the peasants. The Indian revolt does not
commence with the Ryots, tortured, dishonored and stripped
naked by the British, but with the Sepoys, clad, fed, petted, fatted
and pampered by them. To find parallels to the Sepoy atrocities,
we need not, as some London papers pretend, fall back on the
middle ages, nor even wander beyond the history of cotemporary
England. All we want is to study the first Chinese war,401 an event,
a

9

See this volume, pp. 336-41.— Ed.
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so to say, of yesterday. The English soldiery then committed
abominations for the mere fun of it; their passions being neither
sanctified by religious fanaticism nor exacerbated by hatred
against an overbearing and conquering race, nor provoked by the
stern resistance of a heroic enemy. The violations of women, the
spittings of children, the roastings of whole villages, were then
mere wanton sports, not recorded by Mandarins, but by British
officers themselves.
Even at the present catastrophe it would be an unmitigated
mistake to suppose that all the cruelty is on the side of the Sepoys,
and all the milk of human kindness flows on the side of the
English. T h e letters of the British officers are redolent of
malignity. An officer writing from Peshawur gives a description of
the disarming of the 10th irregular cavalry for not charging *the
55th native infantry when ordered to do so. He exults in the fact
that they were not only disarmed, but stripped of their coats and
boots, and after having received 12d. per man, were marched
down to the river side, and there embarked in boats and sent
down the Indus, where the writer is delighted to expect every
mother's son will have a chance of being drowned in the rapids.
Another writer informs us that, some inhabitants of Peshawur
having caused a night alarm by exploding little mines of
gunpowder in honor of a wedding (a national custom), the
persons concerned were tied up next morning, and
"received such a flogging as they will not easily forget."

News arrived from Pindee that three native chiefs were plotting.
Sir John Lawrence replied by a message ordering a spy to attend
to the meeting. On the spy's report, Sir John sent a second
message, "Hang them." The chiefs were hanged. 8 An officer in
the civil service, from Allahabad, writes:
"We have power of life and death in our hands, and we assure you we spare
not."b

Another, from the same place:
"Not a day passes but we string up from ten to fifteen of them (noncombatants)."
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One exulting officer writes:
"Holmes is hanging them by the score, like a 'brick.'" a

Another, in allusion to the summary hanging of a large body of
the natives:
"Then our fun commenced."

A third:
"We hold court-martials on horseback, and every nigger we meet with we either
string up or shoot."

From Benares we are informed that thirty Zemindars 402 were
hanged on the mere suspicion of sympathizing with their own
countrymen, and whole villages were burned down on the same
plea. An officer from Benares, whose letter is printed in The
London Times, says:
"The European troops have become fiends when opposed to natives. " b

And then it should not be forgotten that, while the cruelties of
the English are related as acts of martial vigor, told simply,
rapidly, without dwelling on disgusting details, the outrages of the
natives, shocking as they are, are still deliberately exaggerated. For
instance, the circumstantial account first appearing in The Times,
and then going the round of the London press, of the atrocities
perpetrated at Delhi and Meerut, from whom did it proceed? c
From a cowardly parson residing at Bangalore, Mysore, more than
a thousand miles, as the bird flies, distant from the scene of
action. Actual accounts of Delhi evince the imagination of an
English parson to be capable of breeding greater horrors than
even the wild fancy of a Hindoo mutineer. T h e cutting of noses,
breasts, &c, in one word, the horrid mutilations committed by the
Sepoys, are of course more revolting to European feeling than the
throwing of red-hot shell on Canton dwellings by a Secretary of
the Manchester Peace Society,11 or the roasting of Arabs pent u p in
a cave by a French Marshal, 403 or the flaying alive of British
a
Letter from Tirhoot, dated June 26, The Times, No. 22763, August 19,
1857.—-Erf.
b
R. H. Bartrum, "Benares, July 13", The Times, No. 22775, September 2,
1857.— Ed.
c
"Bangalore, July 4", The Times, No. 22768, August 25, 1857.— Ed.
d
John Bowring. See this volume, pp. 158-63 and 232-35.— Ed.

a
From a letter of an artillery officer, dated Peshawur, June 26. The Times,
No. 22766, August 22, 1857.— Ed.
b
"Allahabad, June 28", The Times, No. 22768, August 25, 1857.—Ed.
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soldiers by the cat-o'-nine-tails under drum-head court-martial, or
any other of the philanthropical appliances used in British
penitentiary colonies. Cruelty, like every other thing, has its
fashion, changing according to time and place. Caesar, the
accomplished scholar, candidly narrates how he ordered many
thousand Gallic warriors to have fheir right hands cut off.3
Napoleon would have been ashamed to do this. He preferred
dispatching his own French regiments, suspected of republicanism,
to St. Domingo, there to die of the blacks and the plague.
T h e infamous mutilations committed by the Sepoys remind one
of the practices of the Christian Byzantine Empire, or the
prescriptions of Emperor Charles V.'s criminal law,404 or the
English punishments for high treason, as still recorded by Judge
Blackstone. b With Hindoos, whom their religion has made virtuosi
in the art of self-torturing, these tortures inflicted on the enemies
of their race and creed appear quite natural, and must appear still
more so to the English, who, only some years since, still used to
draw revenues from the Juggernaut festivals, protecting and
assisting the bloody rites of a religion of cruelty. 405
The frantic roars of the "bloody old Times, " as Cobbett used to
call it—its v playing the part of a furious character in one of
Mozart's operas, who indulges in most melodious strains in the
idea of first hanging his enemy, then roasting him, then
quartering him, then spitting him, and then flaying him alive 0 —its
tearing the passion of revenge to tatters and to rags—all this
would appear but silly if under the pathos of tragedy there were
not distinctly perceptible the tricks of comedy. The London Times
overdoes its part, not only from panic. It supplies comedy with a
subject even missed by Molière, the Tartuffe of Revenge. What it
simply wants is to write up the funds and to screen the
Government. As Delhi has not, like the walls of Jericho, fallen
before mere puffs of wind,406 John Bull is to be steeped in cries
for revenge up to his very ears, to make him forget that his
Government is responsible for the mischief hatched and the
colossal dimensions it has been allowed to assume.
Written on September 4, 1857

Reproduced from the newspaper

First published unsigned in the New-York
Daily Tribune, No. 5119, September 16,
1857
a

Gaius Julius Caesar, Commentarii de hello Callico, Libr. VIII, cap. XLIV.— Ed.
[W. Blackstone,] Commentaries on the Laws of England.— Ed.
c
W. A. Mozart, Die Entführung aus dem Serail, Act III, Scene 6, Osmin's
aria.— Ed.
b
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no other relations of dependence than those which result from its
own nature. On this assumption, labour-power can appear on the
market as a commodity only if, and in so far as, its possessor, the
individual whose labour-power it is, offers it for sale or sells it as
a commodity. In order that its possessor may sell it as a commod

L abour-Power

ity, he must have it at his disposal, he must be the free proprietor
of his own labour-capacity, hence of his person.2 He and the
owner of m oney meet in the market, and enter into relations with
each other on a footing of equality as owners of commodities,
with the sole difference that one is a buyer, the other a seller ;
both are therefore equal in the eyes of the law. For this relation to
continue , the proprietor of labour-power must always sell it for a
limited period only, for if he were to sell it in a lump, once and
for all, he would be selling himself, converting himself from a free
man into a slave, from an owner of a commodity into a com
modity. He must constantly treat his labour-power as his own
property, his own commodity, and he can do this only by placing
it at the disposal of the buyer, i . e. handing it over to the buyer for
him to consume, for a defi nite period of time, temporarily. In
this way he manages both to alienate [veriiussern] his labour
power and to avoid renouncing his rights of ownership over i t. 3

The change in value of the money which has to be transformed
into capital cannot take place in the money itself, since in its
function as means of purchase and payment it does no more than
realize [rea/isieren] the price of the commodity it buys or pays for,
while, when it sticks to its own peculiar form, it petrifi es into a mass
of value of constant magnitude.1 Just as little can this change origin·

ate in the second act of circulation, the resale of the commodity,
for this act merely converts the commodity from its natural form

back into its money-form. The change must therefore take place
in the commodity which is bought in the fi rst act of circulation,
M-C, but not in its value, for it is equivalents whi ch are being ex
changed, and the commodity is paid for at its full value, The
change can therefore originate only in the actual use-value of the
commodity, i.e. in its consumption. In order to extract value out
of the consumption of a commodity, our friend the money-owner
must be lucky eno ugh to find within the sphere of circulation, on
the market, a commodity whose use-value possesses the peculiar
property of being a source of value, whose actual consumption is
theref ore itself an objectification [ Vergegenstiindlichung] of labour,
hence a creation of value� The possessor of money does find such
a special commodity on the market : the capacity for labour
[Arbeitsvermiigen], in other words labour-power [Arbeitskraft].
We mean by labour-power, o r labour-capacity, the aggregate
of those mental and physical capabilities existing in the physical
form , the living personality, of a human bei ng, capabilities which
he sets in motion whenever he produces a use-value of any kind.
But in order that the owner of money may find labour-power
on the market as a commodity, various conditions must first be
fulfilled. In and for itself, the exchange of commodities implies

2. In ency lopedias of classical antiquity one can read such nonsense as this :
In the ancient world capital was fully developed, ' except for the absence of the
free worker• and of a system of credit'. Mommsen too, in his History of Rome,
commits one blunder after another in this respect.
3. Hence legislation in various countries fixes a maximum length for labour

contracts. Wherever free labour is the rule, the law regulates the conditions for
terminating this contract. In some states, particularly in Mexico (and before
the American Civil War in the territories taken by the United States from
Mexico, as also in practice in the Danubian Principalities until Cuza 's coup
d'etatt), slavery is hidden under the form of peonage. By means of advances

• Just as the word ' Arbeit' can be rendered both as ' work ' and as ' Iabdilr',
so also the word ' Arbeiter ' can be rendered as ' worker' and as ' labourer';
We prefer ' worker ' to ' labourer ' in general, although in the case of ' agricul·
tural labourer ' we have made an exception. This is because the word ' labo�er' ·
has an old-fashioned and indeed a somewhat bourgeois flavour.
· · · . . · ··
t Prince Alexander Cuza, Hospodar of the Danubian Principalities (Rom�
ania) from 1 8 59 to 1 866, in April 1 864 proposed a land reform which
rejected by the Assembly, dominated as that was by the magnates. In
1864 he dissolved the Assembly artd issued a new Constitutional
endorsed by a popular plebiscite. This allowed him to impose the Agrarian·
Law of August 1864 on the country. By this law, all feudal dues and tithes were·
swept away (with generous compensation of course) and the serfs were legally
enfranchised.

1. •1n the form of money. . . capital is productive of no profit' (Ricardo,
Principles ofPolitical Economy, p. 267).
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objects needed for the realization [ Verwirklichung] of his labour
power.
Why this free worker confron ts him in the sphere of circulation
is a question which does not interest the owner of money, for he
finds the labour-market in existence as a particular branch of the
commodity-market. And for the present it interests us just as

The second essential condition which allows the owner of
money to find labour-power in the market as a commodity is this,
that the possessor of labour-power, instead of being able to sell
commodities in which his labour has been objectified, must
rather be compelled to offer for sale as a commodity that very
labour-power which exists only in his living body.
In order that a man may be able to sell commodities other than
his labour-power, he must of course possess means of production,
such as raw materials, instruments of labour, etc. No boots can
be made without leather. He requires also the means of sub
sistence. Nobody - not even a practitioner of Zukunftsmusik* - can
live on the products of the future, or on use-values whose pro
duction has not yet been completed ; just as on the first day of his
appearance on the world's stage, man must still consume every

l ittle. We confi ne oursel ves to the fact theoretical ly, as he d oes
practically. One thing, however, is cl ear : nature does not produce
on the one hand owners of money or commodities, and on the
other hand men possessing nothing but their own labour-power.

This relation has no basis in natural history, nor does it have a
social basis common to all periods of human history, It is clearly
the result of a past historical development, the product of many
economic revolutions, of the extinction of a whol e series of older
formati ons of social producti on .
The econ omic categories a l ready discussed simi larly bear a
historical imprint. Defi nite historical conditions are in'volved in

day, before and while he produces. If products are produced as
commodities, they must be sold after they have been produced,
and they can only satisfy the producer's needs after they have been·
sold . The time necessary for sale must be counted as well as the
time of production.
For the transforma.ton of money into capital, therefore, the
owner of money must find the free worker available on the
commodity-market ; and this worker must be free in the double
sense that as a free individual he can dispose of his labour-power
as his own commodity, and that, on the other hand, he has no

the existence of the prod uct as a commodity. In order to become
a commod ity, the product m ust cease to be prod uced as the
immediate means of subsistence of the prod ucer himself. H ad we

gone further, and inquired u n d e r what circumstances all , or even
the majority of prod ucts take the form of commodities, we sho].lld
have found that this only happens on the basis of one particular
mode of prod uction, the capitalist one. S u ch an investigation,
however, would h ave been foreign to the analysis of comm odities.
The production and circulati on of commodities can sti l l take
place even though the great mass of the objects prod uced are
intended for the i mmediate req uirements of their producers, and
are not turned into comm odities, so that the p rocess of social
production is as yet by no means dominated in its length and
breadth by exchange-value. The appearance of products as com·
modities requires a level of development of the division of labour
within society such that the separation of use-value from exchange;.
value, a separation which first begins with barter, has already
been completed. But such a degree of development is commpn
to many economic formations of society [okonomische Ges�il�
schaftsformationen], with the most diverse historica l characteristics;
If we go on to consider m oney, its existence , implies thaf a
defi nite stage in the development of commod ity exchange has
been reached. The various forms of money (money as the m ere
equivalent of commodities, money as means of circulation, money

other commodity for sale, i.e. he is rid of them, he is free of all the

repayable in labour, which are handed down from generation to generation,
not only the individual worker, but also hls family, become in fact the property
of other persons and their families. Juarez abolished peonage, but the so
called Emperor Maximilian re-established it by a decree which was aptly
denounced in the House of Representatives in Washington as a decree for the
re·introduction of slavery into Mexico. ' Single products of my particular
physical and mental skill and of my power to act I can alienate to someone else
and I can give him the use of my abilities for a restricted period, because, on
the strength of this restriction, my abilities acquire an external relation to the
totality and universality of my being. By alienating the whole. of my time, as
crystallized in my work, and everything I produced, I would be making into
another's property the substance of my beiilg, my universal activity and actual
ity, my personality ' (Hegel, Philosophie des Rechts, Berlin, 1840, p. 104, para.
67) [English translation, p. 54].
* ' Music of the future ', in other words castles in the air, or dreams which
may or may not be realized.
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placed. Since more is expended, more must be received,6 If the
owner of labour-power works today, tomorrow he must again be
able to repeat the same process in the same conditions as regards
health and strength. His means of subsistence must therefore be
sufficient to maintain him in his normal state as a working in
dividual. His natural needs, such as food, clothing, fuel and
housing vary according to the climatic and other physical peculi
arities of his country. On the other hand, the number and extent
of his so-called necessary requirements, as also the manner in which
they are satisfied, are themselves products of history, and depend
therefore to a great extent on the level of civilization attained by

as means of payment, money as hoard, or money as world
currency) indicate very different levels of the process of social
production, according to the extent and relative preponderance
of one function or the other. Yet we know by experience that a
relatively feeble development of commodity circulation suffices
for the creation of all these forms. It is otherwise with capital.
The historical conditions of its existence are by no means given
with the mere circulation of money and commodities. It arises
only when the owner of the means of production and subsistence
finds the free worker available, on the market, as the seller of his
own labour-power. And this one historical pre-condition comprises
a world's history. Capital, therefore, announces from the outset a
new epoch in the process of social production. 4
This peculiar commodity, labour-power, must now be examined
more closely. Like all other commodities it has a value.5 How is
that value determined?
The value of labour-power is determined, as in the case of every
other commodity, by the labour-time necessary for the production,
and consequently also the reproduction, of this specific article. In
so far as it bas value, it represents no more than a definite quantity
of the average social labour objectified in it. Labour-power exists
only as a capacity of the living individual. Its production con
sequently presupposes his existence. Given the existence of the
individual, the production of labour-power consists in his repro
duction of himself or his maintenance. For his maintenance he
requires a certain quantity of the means of subsistence. Therefore
the labour-time necessary for the production of labour-power is
the same as that necessary for the production of those means of
subsistence ; in other words, the value of labour-power is the value
of the means of subsistence necessary for the maintenance of its
owner. However, labour-power becomes a reality only by being ex
pressed ; it is activated only through labour. But in the course of
this activity, i.e. labour, a definite quantity of human muscle,
nerve, brain, etc. is expended, and these things have to be re4; The capitalist epoch is therefore characterized by the fact that labour
power, in the eyes of the worker himself, takes on the form of a commodity
which is his property ; his labour consequently takes on the form of wage
abour. On the other hand, it is only from this moment that the commodity
form of the products oflabour becomes universal.
5. ' The value or worth of a man, is as of all oth� r things his price - that is to
say, so much as would be given for the use of his power ' (T. Hobbes, Leviathan,
in Works, ed. Molesworth, London, 1839-44, Vol. 3, p. 76).
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a country ; in particular they depend on the conditions in which,
and consequently on the habits and expectations with which, the
class of free workers has been formed. ' In contrast, therefore, with

the case of other comm odities, the determination of the value of
labour-power contains a historical and moral element. Neverthe
less, in a given country at a given period, the average amount of the
means of subsistence necessary for the worker is a known datum.
The owner of labour-power is mortal. If then his appearance in
the market is to be continuous; and the continuous transfor
mation of m oney into · capital assumes this, the seller of labour
p ower must perpetuate himself ' in the way that every living in
dividual p erpetuates himself, by procreation '. 8 The labour-power
withdrawn from the market by wear and tear, and by death, must
be continually replaced by, at the very least, an equal amount of
fresh labour-power. Hence the sum of means of subsistence neces
sary for the production of labour-power must include the means
necessary for the worker's replacements, i.e. his children, in order
that this race of peculiar commodity-owners may perpetuate its
presence on the market. 9
In order to modify the general nature of the human organism in
6. In ancient Rome, therefore, the villicus, as the overseer of the agricultural
slaves, received ' m ore meagre fare than working slaves, because his work was
lighter ' (T. Mommsen, RomischeGeschichte, 1 8 5 6 , p. 8 1 0).
7. Cf. W. T. Thornton, Over-Population and Its Remedy, London, 1 846. :
8. Petty.
9. ' Its ' (labour's) ' natural price . . . consists in such a quantity of n eces�
saries and comforts of life, as, from the nature of the climate, and the habits of
the country, are necessary to support the labourer, and to enable him to rear
such a family as may preserve, in the market, an undiminished supply of
labour ' (R. Torrens, An Essay on the External Corn Trade, London, 1815, p,
62). The word labour is here wrongly used for labour-power.
·

.
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such a way that it acquires skill and dexterity in a given branch of
industry, and becomes labour-power of a developed and specific
klnd, a special education or training is needed, and this in turn
costs an equivalent in commodities of a greater or lesser am ount.
The costs of education vary according to the degree of complexity
of the labour-p ower required. These expenses (exceedingly small
in the case of ordinary labour-p ower) form a part of the total
value spent in producing it.
The value of labour-p ower can be resolved into the value of a
definite quantity of the means of subsistence. It therefore varies
with the value of the means of subsistence, i.e. with the quantity of
labour-time required to produce them.
Some of the means of subsistence, such as food and fuel, are
consumed every day, and must therefore be replaced every day.
Others, such as clothes and furniture, last for longer periods and
need to be rep laced only at longer intervals. Articles of one kind
must be bought or paid for every day, others every week, others
every quarter and so on. But in whatever way the sum total of
these outlays may be spread over the year, they must be covered
by the average income, taking one day with another. If the total
of the commodities required every day for the production of
A, and of those required every week
B, and
labour-power
of th ose required every quarter
C, and so on, the daily average
=

. .
o f th ese commo
' d 1t1es

value of the physically indispensable means of subsistence. If the
price of labour-power falls to this minimum, it falls below its
value, since under such circumstances it can be maintained and
developed only in a crippled state, and the value of every com
modity is determined by the labour-time required to provide it in
its n ormal quality.
It is an extraordinarily cheap kind of sentimentality which de

clares that this method of determining the value of labour-power,
a method prescribed by the very nature of the case, is brutal, and
which laments with Rossi in this matter : ' To conceive capacity for
labour (puissance de travail) in abstraction from the workers'
means of subsistence during the production process is to conceive
a phantom (etre de raison). When we speak of labour, or capacity
for labour, we speak at the same time of the worker and his means
of subsistence, of the worker and his wages.' 1 0 When we speak of
capacity for labour, we do n o t speak of labour, any m ore than we
speak of digestion when we speak of capacity for digestion. As is
well known, the latter process requires something more than a
good stomach. When we speak of capacity for labour, we do n ot
abstract from the necessary means of subsistence. On the contrary,
their value is expressed in its value . If his capacity for labour re
mains unsold, this is of no advantage to the worker. He will rather
feel it to be a cruel nature-imposed necessity that his capacity for

=

=

=

365A + 52B + 4C +
365

.

. .

.
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labour has required for its production a definite quantity of the
m eans of subsistence, and will continue to require this for its re
production. Then, like Sismondi, he will d iscover that ' the capa
city for labour . . . is nothing unless it is sold ' . 1 1
One consequence of the p eculiar nature of labour-power a s a
commodity is this, that it d oes not in reality p ass straight away
into the hands of the buyer on the conclusion of the contract
between bu¥er and seller. Its value, like that of every other com�
modity, is already determined before it enters into circulation, for
a definite quantity of social labour has been spent on the produc
tion of the labour-p ower. But its use-value consists in the su .
sequent exercise of that power. The alienation
labour-power and its real manifestation [A'usserung], i. e. the peri od,
of its existence as a use-value, do n o t coincide in time� But in thos�
cases in which the formal alienation by sale of the use-value of a

S uppose th 11.t

this mass o f commodities required for the average day con
tains 6 hours of social labour, then every day half a day of average
social labour is objectified in labour-p ower, or in other words half
a day of labour is required for the dail production of labour
power. This quantity of labour forms the value of a day's lab our
power, or the value of the labour-p ower reproduced every day. If
half a day of average social labour is present in 3 shillings, then

y

3 shillings is the price corresp onding to the value of a day's labour
power. If its owner therefore offers it for sale at 3 shillings a day,

b.;.

its selling price is equal to its value, and according to our original
assumption the owner of money, wh o is intent on transforming

his 3 shillings into capital, pays this value.
The ultimate or minimum limit of the value of labour-power is
formed by the value of the comm odities which have to be sup
plied every day to the bearer of labour-power, the man, so that he
can renew his life-process. That is to say, the limit is formed by the

10. Rossi, Cours d'iconomie po/itique, Brussels, 1842, pp. 370-71.

1 1 . Sismondi, Nouvelles Principes etc., Vol. 1, p . 1 1 3.
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Whether money serves as a means of purchase or a means of
payment, this does not alter the nature of the exchange of com
modities. The price of the labour-power is fixed by the contract,
although it is not realized till later, like the rent of a house. The
labour-power is sold, although it is paid for only at a later period.
It will therefore be useful, if we want to conceive the relation in its
pure fo rm, to presuppose for the m oment that the possessor of
labour-power, on the occasion of each sale, immediately receives
the price stipulated in the contract.
We now know the manner of determining the value paid by the

commodity is not simultaneous with its actual transfer to the
buyer, the money of the buyer serves as means of payment.U
In every country where the capitalist mode of production pre
vails, it is the custom not to pay for labour-power until it has
been exercised for the period fixed by the contract, for example,
at the end of each week. In all cases, therefore, the worker ad
vances the use-value of his labour-power to the capitalist. He lets
the buyer consume it before he receives payment of the price.
Everywhere the worker allows credit to the capitalist. That this
credit is no mere fiction is shown not only by the occasional loss of
the wages the worker has already advanced, when a capitalist goes
bankrupt,1 3 but also by a series
- of more long-lasting consequences.14
1 2. ' All labour is p aid after it has ceased ' (An Inquiry into Those Principles,
Respecting the Nature of Demand, etc., p . 1 04). ' The system of commercial
credit had to start at the moment when the worker, the prime creator of pro·
ducts, could, thanks to his savings, wait for his wages until the end of the week,
the fortnight, the month, the quarter, etc.' (C. Ganilh, Des systemes de
l'economie politique, 2nd edn, Paris, 1 8 2 1 , Vol . i , p . 1 50).
1 3 . ' The worker lends his industry,' says Storch. B ut he slyly adds to this
the statement that the worker ' risks nothing ', excep t ' the loss of his wages . . .
The worker does not hand over anything of a material nature ' (Storch, C ours
d'economiepolitique, St Petersburg, 1 8 1 5, Vol. 2, pp. 36-7).
1 4. One example. In London there are two sorts of bakers, the ' full priced ',
who sell bread at its full value, and the ·' undersellers ', who sell it at less than
its value. The latter class comprises more than three-quarters of the total
number of bakers (p . xxxii in the Rep ort of H. S. Tremenheere, the com
missioner app ointed to examine ' the grievances comp lained of by the j ourney
men bakers ', etc., London, 1 862). The undersellers, almost without excep tion,
sell .bread adulterated with alum, soap , pearl-ash, chalk, Derbyshire stone
dust and other similar agreeable, nourishing and wholesome ingredients. (See
the above-cited Blue Book, as also the rep ort of the select committee of 1 855
on the adulteration of food, and Dr Hassall's Adulterations Detected, 2nd edn ,
London, 1 861 . ) Sir John Gordon stated before the committee of 1 855 that ' in
consequence o f these adulterations, the p oor man, who lives on two pounds of
bread a day, does not now get one-fourth part of nourishing matter, let alone
the deleterious effects on his health '. Tremenheere states (o p . cit., p . xlviii) as
the reason why a ' very large part of the working class ', although well aware of
this adulteration, nevertheless accept the alum, stone-dust, etc. as p art of their
purchase, that it is for them • a matter of necessity to take from their baker or
from the chandler's sho p such bread as they choose to supp ly '; As they are not
paid their wages before the end of the week, they in their turn are unable • to
pay for the bread consumed by their families during the week, before the end
of the wee k ', and Tremenheere adds on the evidence of witnesses, • it is notori
ous that bread comp osed of those mixtures is made expressly for sale in this
manner'. 'In many English agricultural districts ' (and still more in Scottish)

owner of money to the owner of this peculiar commodity, labour
power. The use-value which the former gets in exchange manifests
itself only in the actual utilization, in the process of the consump
tion of the labour-power. The money-owner buys everything
necessary for this process, such as raw material, in the market, and
pays the full price for it. The proces s of the consumption of labour
power is at the same time the production process of commodities
and of surplus-value. The consumption of labour-power is com
pleted, as in the case of every other commodity, outside the market
or the sphere of circulation. Let us therefore, in company with the
owner of money and the owner of labour-power, leave this noisy
sphere, where everything takes place on the surface and in full view
of everyone, and follow them into the hidden abode of production,
' wages are p aid fortnightly and even monthly ; with such long intervals be
tween the p ayments, the agricultural labourer is obliged to buy on credit . . .
He must pay higher prices, and is in fact tied to the sho p which gives· him credit.
Thus at Horningham in Wilts., for examp le, where the wages are monthly,
the same flour that he could buy elsewhere at I s. l Od. p er stone, costs him
2s. 4d. per stone' (Public Health, Sixth Report of the Medical Officer of the
Privy Council, etc., 1 864, p . 264). ' The block-printers of Paisley and Kil
marn ock ' (Western Scotland) ' enforced in 1 833 by a strike the reduction of the
p eriod of p ayment from monthly to fortnightly ' (Reports oft he Inspectors of
Factories • . . 31 October 1853, p . 34). As a further nice develo pment from the
credit given by the workers to the ca p italist, we may refer to the. method
ad opted by many English coal-owners whereby the worker is not p aid till the
end of the month, and in the meantime receives sums on account from �he
cap italist, often in goods for which the miner is obliged to p ay more than the
market price (truck system). ' It is a common practice with the coal masters to
pay once a mon th, and advance cash to their workmen at the end of each inter
mediate week. The cash is given in the sho p ' (i.e. the tommy-sho p which be
longs to the master) ; ' the men take it on one side and lay it out on the other'
(Children 's Emp loyment Commission, Third Report, London, 1 864, p. 38, n.
192).
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on whose threshold there hangs the notice ' No admittance except
on business'. Here we shall see, not only how capital produces, but
how capital is itself produced. The secret of profit-making must at
last be laid bare.
�irculation or commodity exchange, within whose
the sale and purchase of labour-p ower goes on,- 'fs iri fact a very Eden of the innate rights of man. It is the exclu sive
realm of Freedom, Equaiity, Property and Bentham . Freedom, be
cause both buyer and seller of a oommodlfY, let us say of labour
power, are determined only by their own free will. They contract
as free persons, who are equal before the law. Their contract is the
final result in which their joint will finds a common legal expression.
Equality, because each enters into relation with the other, as with
a simple owner of comm odities, and they exchange equivalent for
equivalent. Property, because each disposes only of what is his
own. And Bentham, because each looks only to his own advantage.
The only force bringing them together, and putting them into
relation with each other, is the selfishness, the gain and the private
interest of each. Each pays heed to himself only, and no one
w o rries about the others. And precisely for that reason, either in
accordance with the pre-established harm ony of things, or under
the auspices of an omniscient providence , they all work together
to their mutual advantage, for the common weal, and in the com
mon interest.
When we leave this sphere of simple circulation or the exchange
of commodities, which provides the ' free-trader vulgaris ' with his
views, his concepts and the standard by which he judges the society
of capital and wage-labour, a certain change takes place, or so it
appears, in the physiognomy of our dramatis personae. He who
was previously the money-owner now strides out in front as a
capitalist ; the possessor of labour-power follows as his worker.
The one smirks self-importantly and is intent on business ; the
other is timid and holds back, like someone who has brought his
own hide to market and now has nothing else to expect but - a
·

�

tanning.
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Chapter 31: The Genesis of the Industrial

usury , , . The power of the capitalist over all the wealth of the
country is a complete change in the right of property, and by what
law, or series of laws, was it effected?'2 The author should have
reminded himself that revolutions are not made with Ia ws.
The money capital formed by means of usury and commerce
was prevented from turning into industrial capital by the feudal
organization of the countryside and the guild organization of the
towns.3 These fetters vanished with the dissolution of the feudal

Capitalist

bands of retainers, and the expropriation and partial eviction of
the rural population. The new manufactures were established at
sea-ports, or at points in the count�yside which were beyond the

The genesis of the industriaJl capitalist did not proceed in such a
gradual way as that of the farmer. Doubtless many small guild
masters, and a still greater number of independent small artisans,
or even wage-labourers, transformed themselves into small
capitalists, and, by gradually extending their exploitation of wage

control of the old municipalities and their guilds. Hence, in Eng
land, the bitter struggle of the corporate towns against these new
seed-beds of industry.
·

The discovery of gold and silver in America, the extirpation,
enslavement and entombment in mines of the indigenous popu
lation of that continent, the beginnings of the conquest and plunder

labour and the corresponding accumulation, into 'capitalists'
without qualification. In the period when capitalist production
was in its infancy things often happened as they had done in the
period of inf ancy of the medieval town, where the question as to
which of the escaped serfs should be master and which servant was
in great part decided by the earlier or later date of their flight. The
snail's pace of advance under this method by no means corres

of India, and the conversion of Africa into a preserve for the com·
mercia! hunting of blackskins, are all things which characterize

tpe dawn of the era of capitalist productio'n. These idyllic pro
ceedings are the chief moments of primitive accumulation. Hard
on their heels follows the commercial war of the European nations,
which has the globe as its battlefield. It begins with the revolt of the

ponded with the commercial requirements of the new world
market, which had been created by the great discoveries of the end
of the fifteenth century. But the Middle Ages had handed down
two distinct forms of capital, which ripened in the most varied

Netherlands from Spain, assumes gigantic dimensions in England's
Anti-Jacobin War, and is still going on in the shape of the Opium
Wars against China, etc.
The different moments of primitive accumulation can be as·
signed in particular to Spain, Portugal, Holland, France and

economic formations of society, and which, before the era of the
capitalist mode of production, nevertheless functioned as capital
usurer's capital and merchant's capital.
'At present, all the wealth of society goes first into the possession
of the capitalist . .. he pays the landowner his rent, the labourer
his wages, the tax and tithe gatherer their claims, and keeps a large,
indeed the largest, and a continually augmenting share, of the

England, in more or less chronological order. These different
moments are systematically combined together at the end of the·
seventeenth century in England; the combination embraces the
colonies, the national debt, the modern tax system, and the system
of protection. These methods depend in part on brute force, for
instance the colonial system. But they all employ the power of
state, the concentrated and organized force of society, to

annual produce of labour for himself. The capitalist may now be
said to be the first owner of all the wealth of the community,
though no law has conferred on him the right to this property
.

•

in a hothouse, the process of transformation of the feudal mode

•

this change has been effected by the taking of interest on capital
and it is not a little curious that all the law-givers of Europe en
deavoured to prevent this by statutes, viz., statutes against
.

•

•

2. The Natural and Artificial Rights of Property Contrasted; London, 1832,
pp. 98-9. Author of this anonymous work: Thomas Hodgskin.
3. Even as late as 1794, the small cloth-makers of Leeds sent a deputation
to Parliament, with a petition for a law to forbid any merchant from becoming
a manufacturer (Dr Aikin, o p. cit. [pp. 564-5]).

l. 'Industrial ' here as opposed to 'agricultural'. In the strict sense the
farmer is just as much an industrial capitalist as the manufacturer.
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production into the capitalist mode, and to shorten the transition.
Force is the midwife of every old society which is pregnant with a
new one. It is itself an economic power.
W. Howitt, a man who specializes in being a Christian,* says of
the Christian colonial system, 'The barbarities and desperate out
rages of the so-called Christian race, throughout every region of
the world, and upon every people they have been able to subdue,
are not to be paralleled by those of any other race, however fierce,
however untaught, and however reckless of mercy and of shame,

917

The English East India Company, as is well known, received,
apart from political control of India, the exclusive monopoly of
the tea trade, as well as of the Chinese trade in general, and the
transport of goods to and from Europe. But the coasting trade
round India and between the islands,* as well as the internal trade
of India, was the monopoly of the higher officials of the Company.
The monopolies of salt, opium, betel and other commodities were
inexhaustible mines of wealth. The officials themselves fixed the
price and plundered the unfortunate Hindus at will. The Governor
General took part in this private traffic. His favourites received
contracts under conditions whereby they, cleverer than the al
chemists, made gold out of nothing. Great fortunes sprang up like
mushrooms in a day; primitive accumulation proceeded without
the advance of even a shilling. The trial of Warren Hastings swarms
with such cases. Here is an instance. A contract f or opium was
given to a certain Sullivan at the moment of his departure on an
official mission to a part of India far removed from the opium
district. Sullivan sold his contract to one Binn f or £40,000; Binn
sold it the same day f or £60,000, and the ultimate purchaser who
carried out the contract declared that he still extracted a tre
mendous profit f rom it. According to one of the lists laid before
Parliament, the Company and its officials obtained £6,000,000 be
tween 1757 and 1766 from the Indians in the form of gifts.
Between 1769 and 1770, the English created a famine by buying
up all the rice and refusing to sell it again, except at fabulous
prices.6

in any age of the earth:4 The history of Dutch colonial adminis
tration - and Holland was the model capitalist nation of the
seventeenth century-' is one of the most extraordinary relations of
treachery, bribery, massacre, and meanness'.5 Nothing is more
characteristic than their system of stealing men in Celebes, in
order to get slaves for Java. Man-stealers w ere trained for this
purpose. The thief, the interpreter and the seller were the chief
agents in this trade, the native princes were the chief sellers. The
young people thus stelen were hidden in secret dungeons on
Celebes, until they were ready for sending to the slave-ships. An
official report says: 'This one town of Macassar, f or example, is
full of secret prisons, one more horrible than the other, crammed
with unfortunates, victims of greed and tyranny fettered in chains,
forcibly torn from their families.' In order to get possession of
Malacca, the Dutch bribed the Portuguese governor. He let them
into the town in 1641. They went straight to his house and assas
sinated him, so as to be able to 'abstain' from paying the £21,875
which was the amount of his bribe. Wherever they set foot,
devastation and depopulation followed. Banjuwangi, a province
of Java, numbered over 80,000 inhabitants in 1750 and only 18,000

The treatment of the indigenous population was, of course, at
its most frightf ul in plantation-colonies set up exclusively· for the
export trade, such as the West Indies, and in rich and well
populated countries, such as Mexico and India, that were given
over to plunder. But even in the colonies properly so called, the
Christian character of primitive accumulation was not belied. In
1703 those sober exponents of Protestantism, the Puritans of New
of £40
England, by decrees of their assembly set a
every Indian scalp and every captured redskin; in 1720, a

in 1811. That is peaceful commerce!

4. William Howitt, Colonisation and Christianity: A Popular History of
the Treatment of the Natives by the Europeans in All Their Colonies, London,
1838, p. 9. There is a good compilation on the treatment of slaves in Charles
Comte,. Traitede Ia legislation, 3rd edn, Brussels, 1837. This stuff ought to be
studied in detail, to see what the bourgeois makes of himself and of the
worker when he can model the world according to his own image without any
interference.
S. Thomas Stamford Raffles, late Lieut.Gov. of that island, The History o f
Java, London, 1817 [Vol. 2, pp. 190-91].

6. In the year 1866 more than a million Hindus died of hunger iri the
province of Orissa alone. Nevertheless, an attempt was made to enrich the
Indian treasury by the price at which the means of subsistence were sold to
the starving people.

·

•wmiam Howitt (1792-1879), a prolific writer on many topics, was a
leading Spiritualist in the 1860s, and published numerous accounts of spiritual
experiences he claimed to have undergone.

• i.e. the East Indian islands.
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The system of public credit, i.e. of national debts, the origins of
which are to be found in Genoa and Venice as early as the Middle
Ages, took possession of Europe as a whole during the period of
manufacture. The colonial system, with its maritime trade and its
commercial wars, served as a forcing-house for the credit system.
Thus it first took root in Holland. The national debt, i.e. the
alienation [Veriiusserung]* of the state - whether that state is
despotic, constitutional or republican - marked the capitalist era
with its stamp. The only part of the so-called national wealth that
actually enters into the collective possession of a modern nation
is- the national debt 7
Hence, quite consistently with this, the modem doctrine that a
nation becomes the richer the more deeply it is in debt. Public
credit becomes the credo of capital. And with the rise of national
debt-making, lack of faith in the national debt takes the place of
the sin against the Holy Ghost, for which there is no forgiveness.
The public debt becomes one of the most powerful levers of pri·
mitive accumulation. As with the stroke of an enchanter's wand,
it endows unproductive money with the power of creation and
thus turns it into capital, without forcing it to expose itself to the
troubles and risks inseparable from its employment in industry or
even in usury. The state's creditors actually give nothing away, for
the sum lent is transformed into public bonds, easily negotiable,
which go on functioning in their hands just as so much hard cash
would. But furthermore, and quite apart from the class of idle
rentiers thus created, the improvised wealth of the finanCiers who
play the role of middlemen between the government and the nation,
and the tax-farmers, merchants and private manufacturers, for
whom a good part of every national loan performs the service of a
capital fallen from heaven, apart from all these people, the national
debt has given rise to joint-stock companies, to dealings in negoti·
able effects of all kinds, and to speculation: in a word, it has given
rise to stock-exchange gambling and the modem bankocracy.
At their birth the great banks, decorated with national title$,
were only associations of private speculators, who placed
selves by the side of governments and, thanks to the privilege�

of £100 was set on every scalp; in 1744, after Massachusetts Bay
had proclaimed a certain tribe as rebels, the following prices were
laid down: for a male scalp of 12 years and upwards, £100 in new
currency, for a male prisoner £105, for women and children
prisoners £50, for the scalps of women and children £50. Some
decades later, the colonial system took its revenge on the des
cendants of the pious pilgrim fathers, who had grown seditious in
the meantime. At English instigation, and for English money, they
were tomahawked by the redskins. The British Parliament pro
claimed bloodhounds and scalping as 'means that God and
Nature had given into its hand'.
The colonial system ripened trade and navigation as in a hot
house. The 'companies called Monopolia' (Luther)* were power
ful levers for the concentration of capital. The colonies provided
a market for the budding manufactures, and a vast increase in
accumulation which was guaranteed by the mother country's
monopoly of the market. The treasures captured outside Europe
by undisguised looting, enslavement and murder flowed back to
the mother-country and were turned into capital there. Holland,
which first brought the colonial system to its full development,
already stood at the zenith of its commercial greatness in 1 648. It
was 'in almost exclusive possession of the East Indian trade and
the commerce between the south-east and the north-west of
Europe. Its fisheries, its shipping and its manufactures surpassed
those of any other country. The total capital of the Republic was
probably greater than that of all the rest of Europe put together'.t
Giilich forgets to add that by 1648 the people of Holland were
more over-worked, poorer and more brutally oppressed than those
of all the rest of Europe put together.
Today, industrial supremacy brings with it commercial suprem
acy. In the period of manufacture it is the reverse: commercial
supremacy produces industrial predominance. Hence the pre
ponderant role played by the colonial system at that time. It was
the 'strange God' who perched himself side by side with the old
divinities of Europe on the altar; and one fine day threw them all
overboard with a shove and a kick. It proclaimed the making of
profit as the ultimate and the sole purpose of mankind.
•see above, p. 424.
tG. von Giilich, Geschichtliche Darstellung des Handels, der Gewerbe und
des Ackerbaus der bedeutendsten handeltreibenden Staaten unsrer Zeit, Vol. 1,
Jena, 1830, p. 371.
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7. William Cobbett remarks that in England all public institutions are
designated as 'royal'; in compensation, however, there is the 'national'
debt.
• Alienation by sale.
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As the national debt is backed by the revenues of the state,
which must cover the annual interest payments etc., the modern
system of taxation was the necessary complement of the system of
national loans. The loans enable the government to meet extra
ordinary expenses without the taxpayers feeling it immediately,
but they still make increased taxes necessary as a consequence. On
the other hand, the raising of taxation caused by the accumulation
of debts contracted one after another compels the government
always to have recourse to new loans for new extraordinary ex
penses. The modern fiscal system, whose pivot is formed by taxes
on the most necessary means of subsistence (and therefore by in
creases in their price), thus contains within itself the germ of auto
matic progression. Over-taxation is not an accidental occurrence,
but rather a principle. In Holland, therefore, where this system
was first inaugurated, the great patriot, De Witt, extolled it in his
Maxims* as the best system for making the wage-labourer sub
missive, frugal, industrious . . . and overburdened with work. Here,
however, we are less concerned with the destructive influence it
exercises on the situation of the wage-labourer than with the
forcible expropriation, resulting from it, of peasants and artisans,
in short, of all the constituents of the lower middle class. There are
no two opinions about this, even among the bourgeois economists.
Its effectiveness as an expropriating agent is heightened still fur
ther by the system of protection, which forms one of its integr�tl
parts.
The great part that the public debt and the fiscal system cor
responding to it have played in the capitalization of wealth and
the expropriation of the masses, has led many writers, like
Cobbett,t Doubleday! and others, to seek here, incorrectly, the
fundamental cause of the misery of the people in modern times.
The system of protection was an artificial means of manufac
turing manufacturers, or expropriating independent workers, of
capitalizing the national means of production and subsistence,

they received, were in a position to advance money to those govern
ments. Hence the accumulation of the national debt has no more
infallible measure than the successive rise in the stocks of these
banks, whose full development dates from the founding of the
Bank of England in 1694. The Bank of England beganby lending its
money to the government at 8 per cent; at the same time it was em
powered by Parliament to coin money out of the same capital, by
lending it a second time to the public in the form of bank-notes.
It was allowed to use these notes for discounting bills, making
advances on commodities and buying the precious metals. It was
not long before this credit-money, created by the bank itself,
became the coin in which the latter made its loans to the state,
and paid, on behalf of the state, the interest on the public debt.
It was not enough that the bank gave with one hand and took
back more with the other; it remained, evenwhile receiving money,
the eternal creditor of the nation down to the last farthing ad
vanced. Gradually it became the inevitable receptacle of themetal
lic hoard of the country, and the centre of gravity of all commercial
credit. The writings of the time (Bolingbroke's, for instance) show
what effect was produced on their contemporaries by the sudden
emergence of this brood of bankocrats, financiers, rentiers, brokers,
stock-jobbers, etc. 8
Along with the national debt there arose an international credit
system, which ofterr conceals one of the sources of primitive ac
cumulation in this or that people. Thus the villainies of the
Venetian system of robbery formed one of the secret foundations
of Holland's wealth in capital, for Venice in her years of decadence
lent large sums of money to Holland. There is a similar relation
ship between Holland and England. By the beginning of the
eighteenth century, Holland's manufactures had been far out
stripped. It had ceased to be the nation preponderant in commerce
and industry. One of its main lines of business, therefore, from
17 01 to 1 n6, was the lending out of enormous amounts of capital,
especially to its great rival England. The same thing is going on
today between England and the United States. A great deal of
capital, which appears today in the United States without any
birth-certificate, was yesterday, in England, the capitalized blood
of children.

*P. de Ia Court, Political Maxims of the Stare of Holland (1669), English
translation, London, 1743, Part I, Ch. 24, p. 92: 'All the said ways of rai$iilg
money will excite the commonalty to ingenuity, diligence, and frugality.' "tin a pamphlet published in London in 18 17, entitled: 'Paper against Gold:
containing the history and mystery of the Bank of England, the funds,-tlie
debt, the sinking fund
·and shewing that taxation, pauperism, poverty,
misery, and crimes ever must increase with a funding system'.
�Thomas Doubleday, A Financial, Statistical, and Monetary History of
England/rom 1688, London, 1847.
. . •

8. 'If the Tartars were to flood into Europe today, it would be a difficult

job to make them understand what a financier is with us' (Montesquieu, Esprit
des lois, VoL 4, p. 33, London, 1769).
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cannot but lead to profligacy and debauchery; will add to the sum
of individual or national felicity ? ' 1 0
' In the counties of Derbyshire, N ottinghamshire, and more par
ticularly in Lancashire,' says Fielden, ' the newly-invented machin
ery was used in large factories built on the sides of streams capable
of turning the water-wheel. Thousands of hands were suddenly re
quired in these places, remote from towns ; and Lancashire, in par
ticular, being, till then, comparatively thinly populated and bar
ren, a population was all that she now wanted. The small and
nimble fingers of little children being by very far the most in re
quest, the custom instantly sprang up of procuring apprentices ( !)
from the different parish workhouses of London, Birmingham,
and elsewhere .. Many, many thousands of these little, hapless
creatures were sent down into the north, being from the age of 7
to the age of 13 o r 1 4 years old. The custom was for the master'
(i.e. the child-stealer) ' to clothe his apprentices and to feed and
lodge them in an " apprentice house " near the factory; overseers
were appointed to see to the works, whose interest it was to work
the children to the utmost, because their pay was in proportion to
the quantity of work that they could exact. Cruelty was, of course,
the consequence . . . In many of the manufacturing districts, but
particularly, I am afraid, in the guilty county to which I belong
(Lancashire), cruelties the most heart-rending were practised upon
the unoffending and friendless creatures who were thus consigned
to the charge of master-manufacturers ; they were harassed to the
brink of death by excess of labour . . . were flogged, fettered and
tortured in the most exquisite refinement of cruelty ;
they were
in.many cases starved to the bone while flogged to their work and
. . . even in some instances . . . were driven to commit suicide . . .
The beautiful and romantic valleys of Derbyshire, Nottingham
shire and Lancashire, seeluded from the public eye, became the dis
mal solitudes of torture, and of many · a murder. The profits of
manufacturers were enormous ; but this only whetted the appeti�¢
that it should have satisfied, and therefore the manufacturers ha(;t
recourse to an expedient that seemed to secure to them th osci'·
profits without any possibility of limi t ; they began the practice of,
what is termed " night-working ", that is, having tired one set of
hands, by working them throughout the day, they had another set
ready to go on working throughout the night ; the day-set getting

and of forcibly cutting short the transition from a mode of produc
tion that was out of date to the modem mode of production. The
European states tore each other to pieces to gain the patent of this
invention, and, once they had entered into the service of the profit
mongers, they did not restrict themselves to plundering their own
people, indirectly through protective duties, directly through ex
port premiums, in the pursuit of this purpose. They also forcibly
uprooted all industries in the neighbouring dependent countries,
as for example England did with the Irish woollen manufacture.
On the Continent of Europe the process was much simplified, fol
lowing the example of Colbert The original capital for industry
here came in part directly out of the state treasury. ' Why,' cries
Mirabeau, ' why go so far to seek the cause of the manufacturing
glory of Saxony before the war? One hundred and eighty millions
of debts contracted by the sovereigns !'9
Colonial system, public debts, heavy taxes, protection, com
mercial wars, etc., these offshoots of the period of manufacture
swell to gigantic proportions during the period of infancy of large
scale industry. The birth of the latter is celebrated by a vast,
Herod-like slaughter of the innocents. Like the royal navy, the fac
tories were recruited by means of the press-gang. Though Sir F. M.
Eden is indifferent to the horrors of the expropriation of the agri
cultural population from the soil, from the last third of the fifteenth
century up to his own time ; though he shows great self-satisfac
tion in congratulating his country on this process, which was
' essential ' in order to establish capitalist agriculture and ' the due
proportion between arable and pasture land ' ; despite this, he does
not sho"Y the same economic insight into the necessity of child
stealing and child-slavery for the transformation of manufacturing
production into factory production and the establishment of the
true relation between capital and labour-power. He says : ' It may,
perhaps be worthy the attention of the public to consider, whether
any manufacture, which, in order to be carried on successfully,
requires that cottages and workhouses should be ransacked for
poor children ; that they should be employed by turns during the
greater part of the night and robbed of that rest which, though in
dispensable to all, is most required by the young ; and that num
bers of both sexes, of different ages and dispositions, should be
collected together in such a manner that the contagion of example
9. Mirabeau, op, cit., Vol. 6, p. 101.

.
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10. Eden, op, cit., Vol. 1, Bk II, Ch. 1, p. 421.

.
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trade,* which - as noted in the work by Dr Aikin we have just
quoted - ' has coincided with that spirit of bold adventure which
has characterized the trade of Liverpool and rapidly carried it t()
its present state of prosperity; has occasioned vast employment for
shipping and sailors, and greatly augmented the demand for the
manufactures of the country'.t In 1 730 Liverpool employed 1 5
ships in the slave trade; i n 1 75 1 ,. 53 ; i n 1 760, 74 ; i n 1 770, 9 6 ; and in
1 792, 1 3 2.
While the cotton industry introduced child-slavery into England,
in the United States it gave the impulse for the transformation of
the earlier, more or less patriarchal slavery into a system of com
mercial exploitation. In fact the veiled ; slavery of the wage
labourers in Europe needed the unqualified slavery of the New
World as its pedestal.U
Ta ntae molis e ratt to unleash the ' eternal natural laws ' of the
capitalist mode of production, to complete the process of separa
tion between the workers and the conditions of their labour, to
transform, at one pole, the social means of production and sub
sistence into capital, and at the opposite pole, the mass of the
population into wage-labourers, into the free ' labouring poor' ,
that artificial product of modern history.U If money, according t o

into the beds that the night-set had just quitted, and in their turn
again, the night-set getting into the beds that the day-set quitted in
the morning. It is a common tradition in Lancashire, that the beds
neve r get cold. ' 1 1

With the development of capitalist production during the period
of manufacture, the public opinion of Europe lost its last remnant
of shame and conscience. The nations bragged cynically of every
infamy that served them as a means to the accumulation of capital.
Read, for example, the naive commercial annals of the worthy
A. Anderson.* Here it is trumpeted forth as a triumph of English
statesmanship that, at the Peace of Utrecht, England extorted
from the Spaniards, by the Asiento Treaty, the privilege of being
allowed to ply the slave trade, not only between Africa and the
English West Indies, which it had done until then, but also between
Africa and Spanish America. England thereby acquired the right to
supply Spanish America until 1 743 with 4,800 Negroes a year. At
the same time this threw an official cloak over British smuggling.
Liverpool grew fat on the basis of the slave trade. This was its
method of primitive accumulation. And even to the present day,
the Liverpool ' quality ' have remained the Pindars of the slave

1 2. In 1790 there were i n the English West Indies ten slaves to o n e free
man, in the French fourteen to one, and in the Dutch twenty-three to one
(Henry Brougham, An Inquiry into the Colonial Policy of the European Powers,
Edinburgh, 1 803, Vol. 2, p. 74).
1 3 . The expression ' labouring poor' is found in English legislation from
the moment when the class of wage-labourers becomes noticeable. This term
is used in opposition, on the one hand, to the ' i dle poor', beggars etc., and,
on the other, to those workers who are not yet plucked fowl but rather the
possessors of their own means of labour. From the statute book the expression
passed into political economy, and was handed down by Culpeper, J. Child,
etc to Adam Smith and Eden. After this, one can estimate the good faith -of
the ' execrable political cantmonger ' Edmund Burke, when he called the
expression ' labouring poor' - 'execrable political cant '. This sycophant, who,
in the pay of the English oligarchy, played the part of romantic opponent of

1 1 . John Fielden, op. cit., pp. S-6. On the earlier infamies of the factory
system, cf. Dr Aikin (1795), op. cit., p. 2 1 9, and Gisborne, Enquiry into the
Duties ofMen, 1795, Vol. 2. When the steam-engine transplanted the factories
from the waterfalls of the countryside into the centres of the towns, the
'abstemious ' profit"monger found his childish material ready to hand ; without
having to bring slaves forcibly from the workhouses. When Sir R. Peel
(father of the ' m inister of plausibility ') brought in his bill for the protection
of children, in 1 8 15, Francis Horner, luminary of t.he Bullion Committee and
intimate friend of David Ricardo, said in the House of Commons : ' It is
notorious, that with a bankrupt's effects, a gang, if he might use the word,
of these children had been put up to sale, and were advertised publicly as
part of the property. A most atrocious instance had been brought before the
Court of King's Bench two years before, in which a number of these boys,
apprenticed by a parish in London to one manufacturer, had been trans
ferred to another, and had been found by some benevolent persons in a state
of absolute famine. Another case more horrible had come to his knowledge
while on a [Parliamentary] Committee . . . that not many years ago, an agree
ment had been made between a London parish and a Lancashire manufacturer,
by which it was stipulated, that with every twenty sound children one idiot
should be taken.' [Horner's speech of 6 June 1 8 1 5.]

•see above, p. 908.
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•Pindar (522-442 B.c.) was a Greek lyric poet famous above all for his
triumphal odes to the victors in the Olympic games ; hence here the Liverpool
bourgeoisie continues to celebrate its own triumphs in the era of the slave
trade.
t Aikin, op. cit., p. 339.
tThe full quotation is 'Tantae molis erat Romanam condere gentem ' ('So
great was the effort required to found the Roman race'), from V irgil, Aeneid,
Bk I, line 33.
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Augier/4 'comes into the world with a congenital blood-stain on
one cheek,' capital comes dripping from head to toe, from every
pore, with blood and dirt.1 5

Colonization1

the French Revolution, just as, i n the pay o f the North American colonies at
the beginning of the'troubles in America, he had played the liberal against the
English oligarchy, was a vulgar bourgeois through and through. 'The laws
of commerce are the laws of Nature, and t herefore the laws of God ' (E.
Burke, op. cit., pp. 3 1-2). No wonder then that, true to the laws of God and
Nature, he always sold himself in the best market ! A very good portrait of this
Edmund Burke, during his liberal time, is to be found in the writings of the
Rev. Mr Tucker, who, though a parson and a Tory, was, apart from that, an
honourable man and a competent political economist. In face of the infamous
moral cowardice that prevails today, and believes so devoutly in ' the laws of
commerce ', it is our duty to brand again and again the Burkes of this world,
who only differ from their successors in one thing - talent !
14. Marie Augier, Du cn!dit pub/iJ:, Paris, 1 842, p. 265.
1 5. 'Capital is said by a Quarterly Reviewer to fly turbulence and strife,
and to be timid, which is very true ; but this is very incompletely stating the
question. Capital eschews no profit, or very small profit, just as Nature was
formerly said to abhor a vacuum. With adequate profit, capital is very bold.
A certain 10 per cent will ensure its employment anywhere ; 20 per cent
certain will produce eagerness ; 50 per cent positive audacity ; 100 per cent
will make it ready to trample on all human laws ; 300 per cent, and there is
not a crime at which it will scruple, nor a risk it will not run, even to the
chance of its owner being hanged. If turbulence and strife will bring a profit,
it will freely encourage both. Smuggling and the slave-trade have amply
proved all that is here stated' (T. J. Dunning, op. cit., pp. 35, 36).

Political economy confuses, on principle, two different kinds of
private property, one of which rests on the labour ofthe producer
himself, and the other on the exploitation of the labour of others.
It forgets that the latter is not only the direct antithesis of the
former, but grows on the former's tomb and nowhere else.
In Western Europe, the homeland of political economy, the
process of primitive accumulation has more or less been ac
complished. Here the capitalist regime has either directly sub
ordinated to itself the whole of the nation's production, or, where
economic relations are less developed, it has at least indirect
control of those social layers which, although they belong to the
antiquated mode of production, still continue to exist side by side
with it in a state of decay. To this ready-made world of capital, the
political economist applies the notions of law and of property
inherited from a pre-capitalist world, with all the more anxious
zeal and all the greater unction, the more loudly the facts cry out
in the face of his ideology.
It is otherwise in the colonies. There the capitalist regime con
stantly comes up against the obstacle presented by the producer,
who, as owner of his own conditions of labour, employs that
labour to enrich himself instead of the capitalist. The contra
diction between these two diametrically opposed economic
systems has its practical manifestation here in the struggle 'be�
tween them. Where the capitalist has behind him the power of the
mother country, he tries to use force to clear out of the way, the
modes of production and appropriation which rest on the personal
labour of the independent producer. The same interest which� ' iil
1. We are dealing here w ith true colo nies, i.e. virgin soil colonize d by free
immigrants. The United States is, economically speaking, still a colony of
Europe. A part from this, old plantations where the abolitio n of slavery has
completely revolutionized earlier rela tio nships also belong here.
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the mother country, compels the sycophant of capital, the political
economist, to declare that the capitalist mode of production is
theoretically its own opposite, this same interest, in the colonies,
drives him ' to make a clean breast of it ', and to proclaim aloud
the antagonism between the two modes of production. To this
end he demonstrates that the development of the social prodijc
tivity of labour, co-operation, division of labour, application of
machinery on a large scale, and so on, are impossible without the
expropriation of the workers and the corresponding transforma
tion of their means of production into capital. In the interest of
the so-called wealth of the nation, he seeks for artificial means to
ensure the poverty of the people. Here his apologetic armour
crumbles off, piece by piece, like rotten touchwood.
It is the great merit of E. G. Wakefield to have discovered , not
something new about the colonies,2 but, in the colonies, the truth
about capitalist relations in the mother country. Just as the system
of protection originally3 had the objective of manufacturing
capitalists artificially in the mother country, so Wakefield's theory
of colonization, which England tried for a time to enforce by Act
of Parliament, aims at manufacturing wage-labourers in the
colonies . This is what he calls ' systematic colonization ' .
First o f all, Wakefield discovered that, in the colonies, property
in money, means of subsistence, machines and other means of
production does not as yet stamp a man as a capitalist if the
essential complement to these things is missing : the wage-labourer.
the other man, who is compelled to s ell himself of his own free wilL
He discovered that capital is not a thing, but a social relation
between persons which is mediated through things.4 A Mr Peel, he
complains, took with him from England to the Swan River district
of Western Australia means of subsistence and of production to
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the amount of £50,000. This Mr Peel even had the foresight to
bring besides, 3,000 persons of the working class, men, women and
children. Once he arrived at his destination, ' Mr Peel was left
without a servant to make his bed or fetch him water from the
river.'5 Unhappy M r Peel, who provided for everything except the
export of English relations of production to Swan River !
For the understanding of the following discoveries of Wakefield,
let us make two preliminary remarks : We know that the means of
production and subsistence, while they remain the property of
the immediate producer, are not capital. They only become
capital under circumstances in which they serve at the same time
as means of exploitation of, and domination over, the worker.
But this, their capitalist soul, is so intimately wedded, in the mind
of the political economist, to their material substance, that he
christens them capital under all circumstances, even where they
are its exact opposite. Thus it is with Wakefield. Further: he
describes the splitting-up of the means of production into the
individual property of many mutually independent and self
employed workers as equal division of capital. The political
economist is like the feudal jurist, who used to attach the labels
supplied by feudal law even to relationships which were purely
monetary.
' If,' says Wakefi eld, ' all the members of the society are sup
posed to possess equal portions of capital . . . no man would have
a motive for accumulating more capital than he could use with
his own hands. This is to some extent the case in new American
settlements, where a passion for owning land prevents the existence
of a class of labourers for hire.'6 So long, therefore, as the worker
can accumulate for himself - and this he can do so long as he
remains i n possession of his means of production - capitalist
accumulation and the capitalist mode of production are impossible.
The class of wage-labourers essential to these is lacking. How
then, in old Europe, was the expropriation of the worker from his
conditions of labour brought about? In other words, how di4
capital and wage-labour come into existence? By a social contq�¢t
of a quite original kind. 'Mankind have adopted a . . si111ple
contrivance for promoting the accumulation of capital," which,
of course, had dangled in front of them since the time of Adam as
the ultimate and only goal of their existence, ' they have divided

2. Wakefield's few insights into the nature of modem coloni:zation are fuUy
.anticipated by Mira beau pere, the Physiocrat, • and even much earlier by
English economists.
3. Later, it became a temporary necessity in the international competitive
struggle. But whatever its motive, the consequences remain the same.
4. 'A negro is a negro. In certain relations he becomes a slave. A mule is a
machine for spinning cotton. Only in certain relations does it become capital.
Outside these circumstances, it is no more capital than gold is intrinsicaUy
money, or sugar is the price of sugar . . . Capital is a social relation of pro
duction. It is a historical relation of production' (Karl Marx, ' Lohnarbeit und
Kapital', Neue Rheinische Zeitung, No. 266, 7 April 1 849) [English trans
lation, Karl Marx and Frederick Engels, Selected Works, VoL I, pp. 1 59-60].
•In L 'Ami des hommes (1756).

.

S. E. G. Wakefield, England and America, Vol. 2.
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6. ibid., Vol. 1, p. 17.
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very cheap and all men are free, where every one who so pleases
can easily obtain a piece of land for himself, not only is labour
very dear, as respects the labourer's share of the produce, but the

themselves into owners of capital and owners of labour . . . This
division was the result of concert and combination. '7 In short : the
mass of mankind expropriated itself in honour of the ' accumula
tion of capital ' . Now one would think that this instinct of self
denying fanaticism would especially run riot in the colonies, the
only places where the men and the conditions exist to turn a

difficulty is to obtain combined labour at any price. ' 1 1
In the colonies the separation of the worker from the conditions

of labour and from the soil, in which they are rooted, does not
yet exist, or only sporadically, or on too limited a scale. Hence the
separation of agriculture from industry does not exist either, nor
have any of the domestic industries of the countryside been
destroyed. Whence then is to come the home market for capital?

social contract from a dream into a reality. So why should ' syste
matic colonization . be called in to replace its opposite, spontane
ous and unregulated colonization ? Here is one reason : ' In the
N orthern States of the American Union, it may be doubted
whether so many as a tenth of the people would fal l under the
description of hired labourers . . . In England . . . the labouring
class compose the bulk of the people. ' 8 Indeed, the drive to self

' No part of the population of A merica is exclusively agricultural,
excepting slaves and their employers who .combine capital and

working humanity, that slavery, according to Wakefield himself,

and tools which they use is commonly made by themselves. They
freq uently build their own houses, and carry to market, at what·

expropriation for the glory of capital exists so little

labour in particular works. Free Americans, who cultivate the
soil, follow many other occupations. Some portion of the furniture

in the case of

is the sole natural basis of colonial wealth. His systematic coloniza
tion is a mere makeshift, resulting from the fact that he has free
men, not slaves, to deal with. ' The first Spanish settlers in Saint
Domingo did not obtain labourers from Spain. But, without
labourers ' , (i.e. without slavery) 'their capital must have perished,
or, at least, must soon have been diminished to that small amount
which each individual could employ with his own hands. This

ever distance, the produce of their own industry. They are spinners
and weavers, they make soap and candles, as well as, in many
cases, shoes and clothes for their own use. In America the culti
vation of land is often the secondary pursuit of a blacksmith, a
mi ller or a shopkeeper. ' 1 2 Where, among such curious characters,
is the ' field of abstinence ' for the capitalists ?
The great beauty of capitalist production consists in this, that

has actually occurred in the last colony founded by Englishmen the Swan River Settlement - where a great mass of capital, of
seeds, implements, and cattle, has perished for want of labourers
to use it, and where no settler has preserved much more capital

it not only constantly reproduces the wage-labourer as a wage
labourer, but also always produces a relative surplus population
of wage-labourers in proportion to the accumulation of capital.
Thus the Jaw of supply and demand as applied to labour is kept

than he can employ with his own hands. '9

on the right lines, the oscillation of wages is confined within
limits satisfactory to capitalist exploitation, and lastly, the social
dependence of the worker on the capitalist, which is indispensable,
is secured. At home; in the mother country, the smug deceitfulness
of the political economist can turn this relation of absolute

We have seen that the expropriation of the mass of the people
from the soil forms the basis of the capitalistmode of production.
The essence of a free colony, on the contrary, consists in this,
that the bulk of the soil is still public property, and every settler
on it can therefore turn part of it into his private property and his
individual means of production, without preventing later settlers
from performing the same operation . 1 0 This is the secret both of

dependence into a free contract between buyer and seller,

between
of'llie

equally independent owners of commodities, the owner
commodity capital on one side, the owner of the

the prosperity of the colonies and of their cancerous affliction their resistance to the establishment of capital. ' Where land is

labour on the other. But in the colonies this beautiful
is torn aside. There, the absolute numbers of the popu lation in
crease much more quickly than in the mother country, because

7. E. G. Wakefield, England and America, Vol. 1, p. 1 8.
8. ibid. , pp. 42-4.
9. ibid., Vol. 2, p. S.
10. ' Land, to be an element of colonization, must not only be waste, but
it must be public property, liable to be converted into private property'
(ibid., Vol. 2, p. 125).

many workers enter the colonial world as ready-made adults,
1 1 . ibid., Vol. 1,
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12. ibid.,

pp.
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servient workers, for a class of people to whom the capitalist may
dictate his terms, instead of having his terms dictated by them . . .
In the old civilized countries the worker, although free, is by a law
of nature dependent on the capitalist ; in colonies this dependence
must be created by artificial means.16
What now is the consequence of this regrettable state of affairs
in the colonies, according to Wakefield ? A ' barbarizing tendency
of dispersion ' of producers and of the wealth of the nationP
The fragmentation of the means of production among innumer
able owners, working on their own account, annihilates, along
with the centralization of capital, all the foundations of combined
labour. Every lengthy undertaking, extending over several years
and demanding the outlay of fixed capital, is prevented from being
carried out. In Europe, capital does not hesitate for a moment, for
the working class forms its living appendage, always present in
excess, always at its disposal. But not in the colonies ! Wakefield
recounts the following exceedingly painful anecdote. He was
talking with some capitalists of Canada and the state of New
York, where moreover the wave of immigration often sticks,

and still the labour-market is always understocked. The law
of the supply and demand of labour collapses completely. On the
o ne hand, the old world constantly throws in capital, thirsting
after exploita t! on and ' abstinence ' ; on the other, the regular
reproduction of the wage-labourer as a wage-labourer comes up
against the most mischievous obstacles, which are in part insuper
able. And what becomes of the production of redundant wage
labourers, redundant, that is, in proportion to the accumulation
of capital? Today's wage-labourer is tomorrow's independent
peasant or artisan, working for himself. He vanishes from the
labour�market - but not into the workhouse. This constant
transformation of wage-labourers into independent producers,
who work for themselves instead of for capital, and enrich them
selves instead of the capitalist gentlemen, reacts in its turn very
adversely on the conditions of the- labOur-market. Not only does
the degree of exploitation of the wage-labourer remain indecently
lpw. The wage-labourer also loses, along with the relation of
dependence, the feeling of dependence on the abstemious capita
list. Hence all the inconveniences depicted so honestly, so elo
quently and so movingly by our friend E. G. Wakefi eld.
The supply of wage-labour, he complains, is neither constant,
nor regular, nor sufficient. ' The supply of labour is always, not
only small, but uncertain.' 1 3 ' Though the produce divided between
the capitalist and the labourer be large, the labourer takes so
great a share that he soon becomes a capitalist . . . Few, even of
those whose lives are unusually long, can accumulate great masses
of wealth.'14 The workers most emphatically refuse to let the
capitalist abstain from paying for the greater part of their labour.
It is of no assistance to him if he cunningly imports his own wage
labourers from Europe, with his own capital. They soon ' cease
to be labourers for hire ; they . . . become independent land
owners, if not competitors with their former masters in the labour
market.'15 Horror of horrors ! The excellent capitalist has im
ported bodily from Europe, with his own good money, his own
competitors ! The end of the world has come ! No wonder Wake
field laments the absence both of relations of dependence and
feelings of dependence on the part of the wage-labourers in the
colonies. On account of the high wages, says his disciple Merivale,
there is in the colonies an urgent desire for cheaper and more sub•

•
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16. Merivale, op. cit., Vol. 2, pp. 235-3 14 passim. Even that mild, free
trading, vulgar economist Molinari says this : 'In the colonies where slavery
has been abolished without the compulsory labour being replaced with an
equivalent quantity of free labour, there has occurred the opposite of what
happens every day before our eyes. Simple workers have been seen to exploit
in their turn the industrial entrepreneurs, demanding from them wages which
bear absolutely no relation t o the legitimate share in the product which they
ought to receive. The planters were unable to obtain for their sugar a sufficient
price to cover the increase in wages, and were obliged to furnish the extra
amount, at first out of their profits, and then out of their very capital. A
considerable number of planters have been ruined as a result, while. others
have closed down their businesses in order to avoid the ruin which threatened
them. . . It is doubtless better that these accumulations of capital should be
destroyed than that generations of men should perish ' (how generous of
M. Molinari) ' but would it not be better if both survived ? ' (Molinari, op. cit;;
pp. 51-2). M . M olinari, M. Molinari ! W hat then becomes of the ten com
mandments, of Moses and the Prophets, of the law of supply and demand, if in
Europe the ' entrepreneur' can cut ddwn the worker's ' legitimate share ' ·and
in the West Indies the workers can cut down the entrepreneur's? And
if you please, is this ' l egitimate share ', which, according to your own adriiis
sion, the capitalist in Europe daily neglects t o pay? Over yonder, in ihe
colonies, where the workers are so 'simple ' as t o ' exploit ' the capitalist,
M. Molinari feels a powerful itch t o use police methods to set on the right
road that law of supply and demand which· works automatically everywhere
else.
17. Wakefield, op. cit., Vol. 2, p. 52.

•

1 3. E. G. Wakefield, England and America, Vol. 2, p. 1 1 6.
1 5. ibid., Vol. 2, ·p. 5.
14. ibid., Vol. 1, p. 131.
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fund resulting from the sale of. land at a price relatively pro
hibitory for the wage-labourers, this fund of money extorted
from the wages of labour by a violation of the sacred law of supply
and demand, is to be applied by the government, in proportion to
its growth, to the importation of paupers from Europe into the
colonies, so as to keep the wage-labour market full for the
capitalists. Under these circumstances, ' everything will be for the
best in the best of all possible worlds '. This is the great secret of
' systematic colonization ' . Under this plan, Wakefield exclaims
triumphantly, ' the supply of labour must be constant and regular,
because, first, as no labourer would be able to procure land until
he had worked for money, all immigrant labourers, working for a
time for wages and in combination, would produce capital for
the employment of more labourers ; secondly, because every
labourer who left off working for wages •nd became a landowner,
would, by purchasing land, provide a fund for bringing fresh
labour to the colony.'21 The land-price laid down by the state
must of course be ' sufficient ', i.e. it must be high enough ' to
prevent the labourers from becoming independent landowners
until others bad followed to take their place'. 22 This ' sufficient
price for the · land ' is nothing but a euphemistic circumlocution
for -the ransom which the worker must pay to the capitalist in
return for permission to retire from the wage-labour market to
the land. First, he must create for the capitalist the ' capital'
which enables him to exploit more workers ; then, at his own
expe nse, be must put a ' substitute ' in the labour-market, who is
dispatched across the sea by the government, again at the worker's
expense, for his old master, the capitalist.
It is extremely characteristic that the English government for
years practised this method of 'primitive accumulation ' prescribed
by Mr Wakefield expressly for use in the colonies. The resulting
fiasco was of course as ignominious as the fate of Peel's Bank Aet. *
The stream of emigration was simply diverted from the EngijSh
colonies to the United States. Meanwhile, the advance of capitali��

depositing a sediment of ' redundant' workers. ' Our capital,'
says one of the characters in the melodrama, ' was ready for many
operations which require a considerable period of time for their
completion ; but we could not begin such operations with labour
which, we knew, would soon leave us. If we had been sure of
retaining the labour of such emigrants, we should have been
glad to have engaged it at once, and for a high price : and we should
have engaged it, even though we had been sure it would leave us,
provided we had been sure of a fresh supply whenever we might
need it.'18
After Wakefield has contrasted English capitalist agriculture
and its ' combined' labour with the scattered cultivation of
American peasants, he unwittingly shows us the obverse of the
medal. He depicts the mass of the American people as well-to-do,
independent, enterprising and comparatively cultured, whereas
' the English agricultural labourer is a miserable wretch, a pauper
In what country, except North America and some new colonies,
do the wages of free labour employed in agriculture, much
exceed a bare subsistence for the labourer ? . . . Undoubtedly,
farm-horses in England, being a valuable property, are better
fed than English peasants.'19 But never mind, the wealth of the
nation is once again, by its very nature, identical with the misery
of the people.
How then can the anti-capitalist cancer of the colonies be
healed? If men were willing to turn the whole of the land from
public ,i�to private property at one blow, this would certainly
destroy the root of the evil, but it would also destroy - the colony.
The trick is to kill two birds with one stone. Let the government
set an artificial price on the virgin soil, a price independent of
the law of supply and demand, a price that com pels the immigrant
to work a long time for wages before he can earn enough money
to buy land20 and turn himself into an independent farmer. The
. . ·.

1 8. Wakefield, England and America, Vol. 2, pp. l91-2.

19. ibid., Vol. 1, pp. 47, 246.
20. 'It is, you add, a result of th e appropriation of the soil and of capital
that the man who has nothing but the strength of his arms finds employment
and creates an income for himself . . . but the opposite is true, it is thanks to
the individual appropriation of the soil that there exist men who only possess
the strength of their arms . . . When you put a man in a vacuum, you rob him
for
of the air. You do the same, when you take away the soil f rom him
you are putting him in a space void of wealth, so as to leave him no way of
living except according to your wishes ' (Colins, op. cit., Vol. 3, pp. 268-71).

2 1 . Wakefield, op. cit., Vol. 2,
22. ibid., p. 45.

p.

192.

• Sir Robert Peel's Bank Act of 1844. The 'fiasco ' referred to here is the
suspension of the Act in November 1 857 owing to the onset of the commercial
crisis of that year. See A Contribution
to the Critique of Political Economy,
'

• • .

p. 185.
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Bloody Legislation against the Expropriated

and set to hard labour, and if they are caught begging again, to
be executed without mercy. These statutes were legally binding
until the beginning of the eighteenth century ; they were only
repealed by 1 2 Anne, c. 23.
There were similar Ia ws in France, where by the middle of the
seventeenth century a kingdom of vagabonds (royaume des
truands) had been established in Paris. Even at the beginning of
the reign of Louis XVI, the Ordinance of 1 3 July 1777 provided
that every man in goqd health from 1 6 to 60 years of age, if
wit4out means of subsistence and not practising a trade, should
be sent to the galleys. The Statute of Charles V for the Nether
lands (October 1 537), the first Edict ·of the States and Towns of
Holland ( 1 0 March 1 61 4) and the Plakaat of the United Pro
vinces (26 June 1 649) are further examples of the same kind.
Thus were the agricultural folk first forcibly expropriated from
the soil, driven from their homes, turned into vagabonds, and
then whipped, branded and tortured by grotesquely terroristic
laws into accepting the discipline necessary for the system of
wage-labour.
It is not enough that the conditions of labour are concentrated
at one pole of society in the shape of capital, while at the other
pole are grouped masses of men who have nothing to sell but their
labour-power. Nor is it enough that they are compelled to sell
themselves voluntarily. The advance of capitalist production
develops a working class which by education, tradition and habit
looks upon the requirements of that mode of production as self
evident natural laws. The organization of the capitalist process of
production, once it is fully developed, breaks down all resistance.
The constant generation of a relative surplus population keeps the
law of the supply and demand of labour, and therefore wages,
within narrow limits which correspond to capital's valorization
requirements. The silent compulsion of economic relations sets
the seal on the domination of the capitalist over the worker.
Direct extra-economic force- is still of course used, but only in
exceptional cases. In the ordinary run of things, the worker . £al}
b:: left to the ' natural laws of production ', i.e. it is possible:lo
rely on his dependence on capital, which springs from the condi�
tions of production themselves, and is guaranteed in perpetuity
by them. It is otherwise during the historical genesis oicapitalist
production. The rising bourgeoisie needs the power of the state,
a n d uses it to ' regulate ' wages, i.e. to force them into the limits

production in Europe, accompanied by increasing government
pressure, has rendered Wakefield's recipe superfluous. On the
one hand, the enormous and continuous flood of humanity,
driven year in, year out, onto the shores of America, leaves behind
a stationary sediment in the East of the United States, since the
wave of immigration from Europe throws men onto the labour
market there more rapidly than the wave of immigration to the
West can wash them away. On the other hand, the American
Civil War has brought in its train a colossal national debt and,
'with it, a heavy tax-burden, the creation of a finance aristocracy
of the vilest type, and the granting of immense tracts of public
land to speculative companies for the exploitation of railways,
mines, etc. In short, it has brought a very rapid centralization of
capital The great republic has therefore ceased to be the promised
land for emigrating workers. Capitalist production advances
there with gigantic strides, even though the lowering of wages and
dependeuce of the wage-labourer has by no means yet proceeded
so far as to reach the normal European level. The shameless
squandering of uncultivated colonial land on aristocrats and
capitalists by the English government, so loudly denounced even
by Wakefield, has, especially in Australia,23 in conjunctio'Il with
the stream of men attracted by the gold-diggings, and the com
petition from imported English commodities which affects every
one down to the smallest artisan, produced an ample 'relative
surplus population of workers ', so. that almost every mail-boat
brings ill tidings of a ' glut of the Australian labour-market ', and
prostitution flourishes there in some places as exuberantly as in
the Haymarket in London.
However, we are not concerned here with the condition of the
colonies. The only thing that interests us is the secret discovered
in the New World by the politicar economy of the Old World,
and loudly proclaimed by it : that the capitalist mode of produc
tion and accumulation, and therefore capitalist private property
as well, have for their fundamental condition the annihilation of
that private property which rests on the labour of the individual
himself; in other words, the expropriation of the worker.
23. As soon as Australia became her own law-giver, she naturally passed
laws favourable to the settlers, but the squandering of the land, already
accomplished by the English government, stands in the way. 'The first and
main object at which the new Land Act of 1862 aims is to give increased
facilities for the settlement of the people' (The Land Law of Victoria, by the
Hon. C. G. Duffy, Minister of Public Lands, London, 1862 [p. 3]),
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Ia w, that of the exchange of commodities. And the consumption of
the commodity belongs not to the seller who parts with it, but to
the buyer who acquires it. The use of my daily labour-power there
fore belongs to you. But by means of the price you pay for it every
day, I must be able to reproduce it every day, thus allowing myself
to sell it again. Apart from natural deterioration through age etc.,
I must be able to work tomorrow with the same normal amount of
strength, health and freshness as today. You are constantly
preaching to me the gospel of " saving " and " abstinence " . Very
well ! Like a sensible, thrifty owner of property I will husband
my sole wealth, my labour-power, and abstain from wasting it
foolishly. Every day I will spend, set in m otion, transfer in to l abour
only as much of it as is compatible with its normal d uration and
healthy development. By an unlimited extension oftheworking day,
you may in one day use up a quantity of labour-power greater than
I can restore in three. What you gain in labour, I lose in the sub
stance of labour. Using my labour and despoiling it are quite
different things. If the average length of time an average worker
can live (while doing a reasonable amount of work) is 30 years, the
value of my labour-power, which you pay me from day to day,
is

1
of its total value. But if you consume it in 1 0
or
365 x 3 0
10,950

years, you pay me daily

1

instead of

of its total value,

i.e. only one-third of its daily value, and you therefore rob m e
every day o f two-thirds o f the value o f m y commodity. You pay
me for one day's labour-power, while you use three days of it. That
is against our contract and the law of commodity exchange. I
therefore demand a working day of normal length, and I demand
it without any appeal to your heart, for in money matters senti
ment is out of place. You may be a model citizen, perhaps a mem
ber of the R.S.P.C.A., and you may be in the odour of sanctity as
well ; but the thing you represent when you come face to face w�th
me has no heart in its breast. What seems to throb there is
heartbeat. I demand a normal working day because, like
other seller, I demand the value of my commodity.'6
6. During the great strike of the London building workers [1859-00] for
the reduction of the working day to 9 hours, their committee published a
manifesto that contained, to some extent, the plea of our worker. The
manifesto alludes, not without irony, to the fact that the greatest profit-
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The Production of Absolute Surplus- Value

We see then that, leaving aside certain extremely elastic re
strictions, the nature of commodity exchange itself imposes no
limit to the working day, no limit t o surplus labour. The capitalist
maintains his rights as a purchaser when he tries to make the
working day as long as possible, and, where possible, to make two
working days out of one. On the other hand, the peculiar nature of
the commodity sold implies a limit to its consumption by the pur
chaser, and the worker maintains his right as a seller when he
wishes to reduce the working day to a particular normal length.
There is here therefore an antinomy, of right against right, both
equally bearing the seal of the law of exchange. Between equal
rights, force decides. Hence, in the history of capitalist production,
the establishment of a norm for the working day presents itself as a
struggle over the limits of that day, a struggle between collective
capital, i.e. the class of capitalists, and collective labour, i.e. the
working class.

ist.8 It is however clear that in any economic formation of society
where the use-value rather than the exchange-value of the product
predominates, surplus labour will be restricted by a more or less
confined set of needs, and that no boundless thirst for surplus
labour will arise from the character of production itself. Hence in
antiquity over-work becomes frightful only when the aim is to
obtain exchange-value in its independent monetary shape, i.e. in
the production of gold and silver. The recognized form of over
work here is forced labour until death. One only needs to read
Diodorus Siculus.9 Nevertheless, these are exceptions in anti
quity. But as soon as peoples whose production still moves within
the lower forms of slave-labour, the corwfe, etc. are drawn into a
world market dominated by the capitalist mode of production,
whereby the sale of their products for export develops into their
principal interest, the civilized horrors of over-work are grafted
onto the barbaric horrors of slavery, serfdom etc. Hence the Negro
labour in the southern states of the American Union preserved a
moderately patriarchal character as long as production was chiefly
directed to the satisfaction of immediate local requirements. But
in proportion as the export of cotton became of vital interest to
those states, the over-working of the Negro, and sometimes the
consumption of his life in seven years of labour, became a factor
in a calculated a n d calculating system. It was no longer a question
of obtaining from him a certain quantity of useful products, but
rather of the production of surplus-value itself. The same is true
of the corvee, in the Danubian Principalities for instance.
The comparison of the appetite for surplus labour in the
Danubian Principalities with the same appetite as found in English
factories has a special interest, because the corvee presents surplus
labour in an independent and immediately perceptible form.
Suppose the working day consists of 6 hours of necessary

2. T H E V O R A C I O US A P P E T I T E F O R S U R P L US L A B OUR ;

M A N U F A C T U R E R A ND B O Y A R

Capital did not invent surplus labour. Wherever a part o f society
possesses the monopoly of the means of production, the worker,
free or unfree, must add to the labour-time necessary for his own
maintenance an extra quantity of labour-time in order to produce
the means of subsistence for the owner of the means of produc
tion, 7 whether this proprietor be an Athenian x�Ao� x' &ya66<;, * an
Etruscan theocrat, a civis romanus, a N orman baron, an American
slave-owner, a Wallachian boyar, a modern landlord or a capitalmonger among the building masters, a certa in Sir M. Peto, was in the '·odour
of sanctity '. • (The same Peto, after l867, came to an end a Ia Strousberg.)t
feed both the pensioners, called the
7 . ' Those who labour . • • in
rich, and themselves ' (Edmund Burke, op. cit . , pp. 2-3).
*Peto was a Baptist, a benefactor to various chapels, and the author in
1 842 of a pamphlet enti tled Divine Support in Death.
t The bankruptcy of Pete's fum was in fact in 1 866; the allusion here is to
the bankruptcy of the German financier and speculator B. H. Strousberg in
St Petersburg in 1875 and his subsequent expulsion from Russia after being
charged with fraud.

8. Niebuhr remarks very naively in his Roman History : 'It is evident that
monuments like those of the Etruscans, which astound us even in · their
ruins, presuppose lords and vassals in small ( !) states.' Sismondi, with dc;,epe:r
insight, says that ' Brussels lace ' presupposes wage-lords and wage-slaves;
.
9. ' One cannot see these unfortunates ' (in the gold mines between Egyp!•..
Ethiopia and Arabia) ' who are unable even to keep their bodies clean pr to .
clothe their nakedness, without pitying their miserable lot. There is rio in
dulgence, no forbearance for the sick, the feeble, the aged, or for feminine
weaknesses. All, forced by blows, must work on until death puts an end t o
their sufferings an d their distres s ' (Diodorus Siculus, Historische Bibliothek,
Bk III, Ch. 13).

reality

• ' Handsome and goo d ' : ancient Greek expression for an aristocrat.
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The Reproduction and Circulation of the Total Social Capital

In this presentation we have presupposed the exclusive circulation of

from the industrial use of his slave or indirectly by renting the slave to

precious metals as money, and, together with this, the simplest form of

other industrial users (e. g. for work in the mines), was simply con

circulation money can function also as a means of payment, and actually

production the industrial capitalist puts a portion of his surplus-value

sidered as interest (together with amortization), just as in capitalist

cash purchases and sales ; though even on the basis of simple metallic

has functioned in this way historically, and a system of credit and cer

down in his accounts together with the wear and tear of his fixed capital,

This assumption was made not simply for methodological reasons,

with capitalists who rent out fixed capital (houses, machines etc.).

as interest and replacement for the fixed capital ; this is also the rule

tain aspects of the credit mechanism have developed on this basis.

Mere domestic slaves, whether they are used to perform necessary

although the importance of these is shown by the simple fact that both

services Qr simply as a display of luxury, are not considered here ; they

Tooke and his school, and their opponents, were constantly forced in
their controversies over the circulation of bank notes to come back

correspond to our servant class. But even the slave system - in as much

but then they did so very superficially, and

facture, ship-building, etc., as in the developed Greek states and in

as it was the dominant form of productive labour in agriculture, manu

again to the hypothesis of pure metallic circulation. They were forced
to do this

post festum, *

Rome - retains an element of natural economy. The slave market itself

necessarily so, since this starting-point fulfilled only an incidental

constantly receives supplies of the commodity labour-power from war,

function in their analysis.

piracy, etc., and this pillage is not mediated by a process of circulation,

However, the simplest consideration of monetary circulation in the
form in which it

developed spontaneously -

but is rather the appropriation in kind of other people's labour-power

and this monetary circula

by direct physical compulsion. Even in the U S A, after the border area

tion is here an immanent moment of the annual process of reproduc

between the wage-labour states of the North and the slave states of the

tion - shows the following :

South had been transformed into a slave-breeding zone for the South,

(a) On the assumption of developed capitalist production, i.e. the
domination of the system of wage-labour, money capital evidently plays

and where the slave thrown onto the market had therefore himself

advanced. To the degree that the wage system develops, all products are

insufficient, and the African slave trade had to be carried on for as

become an element of the annual reproduction, this was for a long while

a major role, in as much as it is the form in which variable capital is

transformed into commodities, and all - with a few important excep

long as possible in order to fill the requirements of the market.

a phase in their development. The quantity of money in circulation

of capitalist production, for the reconversion of the annual product,

(b) The fluxes and refluxes of money which take place on the basis

tions - must therefore jointly undergo the transformation into money as

must be sufficient for the realization of the commodities, and the greater

and which have grown up spontaneously; the advances of fixed capital

by industrial capitalists in payment of labour-power and mainly func

this value from circulation by a process that extends over a penod of

�

at a single stroke, to its entire value, and the progressive withdra al of

part of this is supplied in the form of wages, of money that is advanced

�

many years, i.e. its gradual reconstitution in the money form by annu l
.
hoard formation, a hoard formation that is completely differ nt In

tions in the hands of the workers only as a means of circulation (means

:

of purchase). This is in complete contrast to natural economy,t such as

nature from the hoard formation based on the new gold productIOn of

predominates on the basis of every form of personal bondage (including

each year that accompanies it ; the different lengths of time for which

serfdom), and still more so on the basis of more or less primitive com
munities, whether or not these involve relations of bondage or slavery.

money has to be. advanced, which vary according to the length of the

labour-power plays the role of fixed capital in the money form, and is

in each case a prior formation of a hoard before the money can be

d

production perio s of the commodities, and for which there has to be

In the slave system, the money capital laid out on the purchase of

withdrawn from circulation by the sale of the commodity involved;

only gradually replaced as the active life of the slave comes to an end.

f

the varying times o ' advance that arise simply from differences in the

This is why in Athens the profit that a slave-owner drew, either directly
·See above,

�

distance of the point of production from the market outlet ; as wel as

p. 390.

the variation in the size and period ofthe reflux according to the condition

t ' NaturaI economy' in the sense of the relative absence of commodity exchange;

or the relative size of the production stocks in different businesses and

see above, pp. 1 94-6.
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T h e Production Process of Capital

Reconversion of Surplus Value into Capital

(extensive and intensive) magnitude of the working day as given,
the same amount of labour only adds the same value to the
product, hence e.g. a million workers working 12 hours a day add
the same value independently of the level of productivity of their
labour and the amount of the objective conditions of labour corresponding to this level of labour, or the extent of the material
conditions of production corresponding to particular levels of the
productivity of labour. The quantity of products depends of
course on the level of productivity of labour. But this level of
productivity is expressed in, and depends on, the extent of the
material conditions [XXII-1362] presupposed when the labour is
functioning.
Although under the presupposition mentioned the same amount
of labour only adds the same value to the constant capital (necessary
labour-)-surplus labour, and quite independently of the ratio in
which the total working day is divided into these two parts), the
value of the product (total product) created by the same amount of
labour varies a great deal according to the amount of the value of the
constant capital which is set in motion by the same amount of living
labour. For the value of this product is determined by the total
amount of labour contained in it, hence the sum of the
objectified+the added living labour. And although the latter has
remained the same according to the presupposition, the former has
grown with the development of the extent and richness of the
conditions of production. And the amount of the value of the
constant capital which is preserved by the living labour does not
depend on the quantity of living labour but on 2 circumstances,
namely 1) the amount of the value of the constant capital which it
sets in motion, an amount which grows as the volume of the
constant capital grows (even if not in the same proportion, on
account of the growing productivity of labour); and 2), the part of
that amount of value which enters into the total product. (We
should be able to dispense entirely with the 2nd condition if we
assumed an epoch of production in which that amount of value
entirely entered into the product.) With the growing amount of the
value of the constant capital set in motion by it, the same labour
therefore reproduces greater amounts of value of objectified labour,
which re-appear in the product, greater amounts of value of the total
product. However, the progressive conversion of surplus value into
capital or the accumulation of capital—in so far as this is at the
same time a progressive concentration of quantities of capital in
the hands of individual capitalists, the development of the
specifically capitalist mode of production—increases the amount

of the value of constant capital which is set in motion by the same
quantity of labour.
Ricardo is therefore wrong to say that 1 million human beings
(under the restrictions mentioned earlier, but not made by him)
always produce e.g. every year the same value, independently of the
level of the productivity of labour. A million working with
machinery, animals, fertiliser, buildings, canals, railways, etc.,
reproduce an incomparably higher value than 1 million whose
living labour takes place without the assistance of this mass of
objectified labour. And indeed for the simple reason that they
reproduce an incomparably greater amount of objectified labour in
the product, a reproduction which is independent of the amount of
labour newly added.
Let us take e.g. an English worker who spins in a cotton factory.
He spins more [than] 200 Indian or Chinese spinners, who work
with distaff and spinning-wheel. And say he spins Indian cotton.
One has to assume that the length and the average intensity of the
working day are the same—for with comparisons between the
working days of different nations modifications of the general law
of value arise which we are leaving out of account here as
irrelevant.
In this case it would be correct to say that 200 English workers
do not create, add, any more value than 200 Indian. Nevertheless,
the products of their labour would be very different in value, we
mean the total product. Not just that the English spinner converts
200 times as much cotton into yarn as the Indian in the same
time, hence creates 200 times as much use value in the same time,
hence that his labour is 200 times more productive.
[XXII-1363] 1) T h e product of the English spinner's working
day contains 200 times as much cotton, hence a value 200 times
greater than that of the Indian spinner. 2) Admittedly, the
quantity of spindles with which the English spinner spins does not
contain more value in the same proportion as they exceed in
number the one spindle set in motion by the Indian spinner, and
the speed with which the English spinner's spindles wear out is not
greater in the same proportion as the amount of their value is
greater, for the one spindle is made of wood and the others are
made of iron. Even so, an incomparably greater part of the value
of the incomparably more valuable instrument of labour enters
into the daily product of the English spinner than into that of the
Indian. An incomparably greater amount of value is therefore
preserved and in this sense reproduced in the Englishman's daily
product than in the Indian's. It is precisely for this reason that the
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part of the product which=the value of the constant capital (in so
far as it has entered into the mass of products) can be exchanged
again for an amount of machinery and raw materials which is
200 times greater than in the case of the Indian. He starts the new
production or reproduction with an infinitely greater wealth of the
objective conditions, because his labour started out from an
incomparably greater amount of the conditions of production,
incomparably more already objectified labour serves it as basis and
point of departure and is preserved by the newly added labour.
This is true of the product. But there is the additional factor that
the use value, and therefore the value, of the instrument of labour
preserved by the labour of the Englishman, without entering into
the valorisation process, is disproportionately greater than that of
the Indian's instrument, for through his labour the latter
preserves only the value of his distaff, in so far it does not enter
into the valorisation process. And the amount of this objective, past
labour, past labour which as machinery, etc., cooperates in the
Englishman's labour process for free (free namely for all those
components of the machinery which do not enter into the
valorisation process), is in turn the condition by which his daily
product not only creates afresh an incomparably greater use value,
but preserves, and therefore reproduces in the product, incomparably more value. Thus living labour preserves greater amounts of
value, which exist as past labour, are objectified, the greater the
amount of value of the past labour already is, past labour which
enters in part as means of labour, in part as material of labour,
into the labour process, whereas on the other hand the greater
amount of exchange value and use value, of commodities it
reproduces in this way, is in turn the condition and the
presupposition of a richer reproduction. Under these conditions
the amount of surplus value simultaneously rises. This is in part
because the amount of variable capital rises, hence the number of
workers employed, in part because the productivity of the workers
rises, hence the rate of surplus value, and in part because with the
productivity of labour there is a rise in the quantity of use values, the
surplus PRODUCE in which the same surplus value is expressed. For all
these reasons a large part of the surplus value can be reconverted
back into capital, and this could occur even if the rate of surplus
value remained unchanged; more capital can therefore be
accumulated, and the objective conditions under which the work
takes place, the means of labour and material of labour—
objectified, past labour—can be extended, hence production on a
larger scale can be repeated, quite apart from the fact that this

extension and greater scale of the conditions of labour is itself in
turn a means of raising the productivity of labour. (An example
from the agriculture of Quesnay, exploitation riche et pauvre* should
also be quoted here. 108 ) T h e greater the amount of objective
wealth living labour works with, the greater the extent to which
past labour enters into the living labour process as an element of
reproduction, the greater therefore is not only the quantity of use
values, but also the amount of their exchange value, and the greater
is the INCREMENT of production which enters or can enter during
reproduction.
It is the wealth expressing the past labour which enters into the
production process, that conditions the magnitude of the wealth
created by living labour; even disregarding the growing surplus
value [XXII-1364] newly added by living labour.
Although the quantity of product of the working day of the
Englishman is so much more valuable than that of the Indian,
because it reproduces a much greater amount of wealth, i.e.
preserves it in the product and as the part of the means of labour
which does not enter into the product, the individual product, the
individual commodity, is much cheaper. For the Indian adds to
perhaps 1 lb. of cotton as much labour time as the Englishman
adds to 200 lbs. T h e Englishman therefore adds only V200 of a
working day to a lb., where the Indian adds a whole working day.
If a greater depreciation of machinery is reproduced in the
Englishman's daily product, this value is spread over 200 lbs,
whereas the depreciation of the Indian's distaff enters in its
entirety into 1 lb.
//The whole of the portion of the product which replaces capital
can admittedly be resolved into variable capital, i.e. wages, and
constant capital, both of which re-enter into the production process,
and cannot therefore enter into the consumption of the capitalist, if
the mode of production is to be continued on the same scale, and
with other circumstances remaining the same. This is even
disregarding the fact that this growing amount of the reproduced
conditions of production, the growing amount of capital, is the
means which permits the exploitation of a growing amount of labour
and growing production by the same amount of labour, in addition
to which the use values in which the SURPLUS PRODUCE is expressed are
increased and differentiated, multiplied. This circumstance, that living
labour reproduces more capital in proportion to the increase in the
basis of past labour on which it stands, i.e. that it produces more
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